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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1. General background

Africa possesses huge amouns of genetic resources and traditional knowledge that sustain diverse

small economies and local livelihood. The integrity of this natural wealth and cultural Pattern, however, is

being seriously undermined by heightened encroachment. Absence of over-srght structures and IPRs' failure

to afford adequate recognition and protection to genetic resources and traditional knowledge condoned such

encroachmeflt. IPIG often encouragp intense commercialisation of life forms and the latter's protection

through patent which not only disadvantage local communities but also create enoflnous strain on existing

ecological balance. Examples abound that show how Westem research institutions and pharmaceuticals

collected, developed and commercialised African biodiversity without due recognition to local communities'

contributions. This has become even more evident as incre ased investrnent on herbal health care, Iife science

and related pharmaceutical developmens significantly increased the value and market demand of genetic

fesources.

One of the harshest outcomes of existing IPR system is uzhat is referred to as 'the consequence of

monoculture' where both the method and agent of local production is universalised and made uniform.

GMOs offer a typical example of this uniformity saga. Through biologrcal engineering of genes, handful

Westem multinationals are increasingly tightening theirgrip on one of the most prized possessions of local

farmers and communities in Africa----+eed. The reality of this problem is strikingly manifest at this particular

period where Westem govemments and multinationals are presenting GMOs as saviour of Africa from

famine and hungpr. The introduction of GMOs, however, solidifies the structural basis for the gradual

dependence and mlnerability of African local farmers and communities. These scientrfically developed seeds

arc protected by monopolistic patent entitlements and are designed in such a way that their users are made

continuous customers of the breeders. Patent over GMOs criminalizes the use of these varieties by farrners

without perrnission by breeders. Moreover the environmental and health consequence of GMO's is unknown;

an uncertainty which resulted rn the development of the precautionary principle and the adoption of the

Caxegena Biosafety Protocol.

Such a precadous position of local communities and farmers in Africa calls for nghts based analysis and

campaign. This indeed led to the emergence of pnnciples relating to access to genetic resources, cultural

protection, right to food and food sovereignty and the right to the environment as new frontiers within the

human rights discourse. In this regard the 7992 Wodd Summit on Sustainable Development, which has

resulted rn the CBD, is a landmark intemational development. For the first time it acknovzledges the role of

local communrties in the biodiversity conservation and protection and their rights to share benefits accruing

from the commercialisation of their resources and knowledge. TRIPS, UPOV and other intemational

1
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instruments however have sadly chequered this remarkable development by neglecting and thereby

ob literating traditional knowle dge and co mmunity entidements.

Many countries in Africa have no bio-diversrty focused coherent environmental poLcy. Existrng regtrmes are

skewed and uninforrned with current developments. Looking at this unflattering situatron, the OAU had

developed t Modcl Itw to stimulate and support the enactment of domestic legislauons and regulations. The

African head of states and government endorsed the Model Law in 1998.

1.2. Aims of the research

The principal aim of this research is a criucal examination of the OAU's Model Law within the context of the

existing discourse on biodiversity. lt specifrcally seeks, among others, to:

D Hghlight the relevance of the conservation, protection and equitable management of

African biodiversity as a means of ensuring sustainable development;

0 Examine the implicatrons of the production and marketing of GMOs on biodiversity and

traditional knowledge in Africa;

ff) Show that lack oI national and regronal oversight mechanisms exposed Africa's biodiversity

producs for illegal appropriation and mismanagement by ieopardizing local livelihood and

security;

,9 Analyse the implrcations of IPRs such as TRIPS for Africa's biodiversity resources and

knowtedge of local communities, and show the lack of recognidon of the role and

entitlements of local communities in the context of trade in biological substances. Attempt

will also be made clarifying the contradiction existing between IPR systems and other widely

accepted intemational instrument such as the CBD;

v) Discuss how the growing recognition of the righs of indrgenous people under intemational

lavr reinforces the entitlements of local communities to the protection of their ecosystem

and traditional knowledge ;

vr) Investigate how instrtutions and structures at the intemational level react to Aftica's

particular ecological needs and discuss how biodiversity has become an epicenter of Africa's

intemational relatrons and negotiation with the developed wodd;

"n) Review the values and premises underwriting OAU's Model Law and identi$, is strengths

and weaknesses;

"", Review experiences and practices of selected Afncan domestic bio$ppei9 protection

regime and discuss their convergence and vadance with princrples

Model laws.

emhg(ded in Afncan

2
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1.3. Methodology

The primary source for this rcsearch will be literature. Such relevant primary rcsources as intemational

convefltiofls, regional instmments, national legislatons and model laws will be extensively used. Minutes,

reports, agenda items and other official materials of relevant oryanization will also be consulted.

1.4. Structure of the research

The Second Chapter aims to cladfi some of the concepts employed in the research. Concepts such as

communities, traditional knowledge, development and biodiversity conservation had been for long embedded

in the social sciences and development practice. An attempt will be made to show how these erstrvhile

development norms made their entry into the legal arena arrd human righs discourse. Despite remarkable

gains in intemational law which rncreasingly gave protection to biodiversiry and the interest of local traditional

knowledp holders, Africa's biodiversity is faced with a heightened threat ever. Unhelpful ideologically driven

polemics overshadow the discussion on the extent of 'bio-piracy' in Africa. Therefore the author profiles the

severity of illegal appropdation of genetic resources by hrghtightrng selected cases. GMOs, which encourage

the conversion of diverse biologcal base into uniforrn variety afld contamiflate local genetic (esources, are

also identifred as a serious threat for African biodiversity. The Chapter's Frnal section is a plea for an adequate

recognition of the role and nghts of local custodians of biodiversity.

The third Chapter seeks to unpack the essential features of intemational insdtutions and nonns for the

protection and conseryation of biodiversity thereby gving an adequate intemational law and policy context

for the treatment of the Model Law. Indigenous peoples' righs have been instnrmental in making local

communities afld groups visible. A more concrete platform for communities and their role in biodiversity is

also created by the CBD. However these positive developments are besieged by IPR systems such as TRIPS

and UPOV which do not accord suffrcient recognition to traditional knowledge and community righs. As

this Chapter will show, there has been encouragrng development within the UN organ and other institutions

where an increased emphasis is being given to the role of maditronal knowledge holders in biodiversity

coflservauon

The fourth Ch4pter introduces the various rnitatives which led to the adoptron of the Model Law. By

discussing some of its undelpinning principles, the Chapter will show how the Model Law is not iust a mere

benefits sharing guideline but a broad iflstrument encompassing issues bordenng on human righs, ethics,

social justice and development. The author will also discuss the various national institutional arrangemenB

the Model Law creates for the implementation of the various provisions at the national level.

The fifitr Chapter forrns an important component of the research where the author attempts to criUcally

evaluate the substantive provisions of the Model Law and the pnnciple that undelpin them' Existing nationd

Iegislations and experiences with benefit sharing vrill be hrghLghted to idenufr some of the problems that may

3
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atise both before and after the domestic enforcement of the Model Law' In the last Chapter a summary of

afguments and recommendation regarding problems is idenuFred and presented'

4
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CHAPTER TWO

HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTryES ON TRADE, DEVELOPMENT AND BODTYERSITY

2.1. Definitions: communities, traditional knowledge, development and biodiversity

This section attempts to clarify some of the concepts employed to address the central theme of the paper,

which is to argue for effective legal protection of local biodiversity and traditional knowledge. Some of these

concepts had been well established within social science fields and developments practice before they began

to make inroads into the legal arena.l Hence it is perhaps not sulprising if the search for workable definitions

takes one into a realm of multi-disciplinary approach.

2.1.1. Communities

The role of local communities as gatekeepers of biodiversity has lately become a subject of extensive study

and development policy discourse. The concept of 'communities' has for long been deeply engrarned in

Westem social science where it is defined as a social system with a coherent intemal social, economic and

political dynamics where a group of hdividuals engage in collective self-identification and belongingness.2

Witlin tlre context of conservation practice, the word'community'refers to the inhabitants of a certaifiLrea

who share srmilarcultr-rralnorms and even resources.3 Nonetheless this'harmonious model of community'

was later abandoned as it failed to show the power relations and inequalities underpinning both inter and intra

community relationships.a As group identification either excludes or includes individuals into group

entitlements and benefits, it often becomes a remarkably contested issue. Escobar questions whether the

inclusion of new beneficiaries, i.e. peasants and women, within the new development discourse advances new

visibility and altemative cultural possibilities.s There is a shift towards localized community discourse where

local groups arc both recognDed and created, and the participation and demands of both groups and

individuals are accommodated6. Under current conservation policies and pracdces, communities are well-

defined entities with specific mandates, i.e. negotiatrng with ouside actors on behalf of the community,

promoting communify partrcipation in environmental decision-making, promoting user community properfy

rights and resolving c ommunity-wild-life c on flicts.7

1 In 1988 the Fist Intemational Conference of Et}nobiolo$sts was held in Bdem, Bnzitr where tlte Balem

Declarutior czlling for appropriate lqal protection of uaditiooal knowledge.
z B Ftlze et al (1996) 9.
:J Watkin (1998) 4.
a B Furze et al (1996) 9.
s E Escobar (1996)155.
{B Furze etal(1996.

7 See the section on gender
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For the purpose of this study 'indigenous peoples', 'ethnic groups' and peoples' refer to a group of people

who share similar psychological makeup, culture, language, religion and other commonalities.8 There is,

however, an ongoing debate on the norrnative content of the rights of these categories of peoples under

intemational law.e For example, the 1989 ILO Convention on 'fribal and Indigenous Peoples states that the

word "indigcnous" shall not refer to 'peoples' who are often associated with political self-determination.lo In

African regional human rlghts system, 'peoples' has been given a loose political meaning as referring to a muli

ethnic, mrlti religious collection of groups. Despite these differences, however, communities can benefit from

the normative content of rghts of indigenous peoples. The CBD renders such distinction irrelevant by

making reference to both 'indigenous peoples' and 'local communities'.11

2.1.2. T ruditional knowledge

Traditional knowledge refers to a cultural practice involving a set of tools used by local communities to

rnlnage their resources.12 Communities have always been using plant vaneties for farming, nutrition, health

and other pulposes. Local property regimes are such that no individual has monopoly over benefits accmhg

from the distdbution of such plants. Community members freely exchange seeds through elaborate local

fletworks, seed banks and markets. Farmers arc focal points for seed control, development and exchange. By

using traditional breeding techniques, they develop better quality seeds and use crop varieties as an insurance

against crop failure or drought. Traditronal healers are also the breeders, selectors and preservers of mediclnal

plants and herbs.

2.1.3. Rights based developrrent

Vadous intemational and regronal legal instruments have incolporated the right to development. In 1986 the

UN General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Right to Development as Resolution No. 41 /128.

Principle 3 of the Rio Declaration on Sustainable Development affirms sustainability principle by stating that

the right to development shall be rcahzed, "so as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of

the present and future generations".t3 The 1993 Vienna Declaration on Human Rights, by recognizing the

'universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated'nature of all forms of human oghs places the right

to development in the mainstream human rights discourse. At the regional level article 20 of the African

Charter states, "All people shall. . . freely determine their political status and shall punue their economit and soaal

dewbpnent accordingto thepoliE thq hawftuefu chosen"(emphais nine).Right to development is hence articulated

flot oflly as local peoples' pafticipation and involvemeflt in the formulation and implementation of

a See Art 1(a) of the 1989 ILO Convention on Tribal and Indigenous Peoples.
e J AnayaQ996) 48-49.
10 lbid.
rr art 80.
12 B. EyagorrQ-A0l) 9ladigenus Knowle@e ail Detehpneil Monilor2 44.
13 A. Birnie and P.Boyle Gds.)(mO1) 11.
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development policies, but also the preservation of the latter's connectedness to local identity and culnrral

context.14

Past developmental paradgms in Africa were biased toward westem values and pnoritres. Colonial policies

promoted the exploitauon of local African resources at the destruction of traditional knowledge. Forestry

reserves were created to cultivate exportable wood and other products.ls Natural reserves were established for

the sole purpose of 'stocking adjacerlt hunting areas' for colonial hunters.l6 These 'fortress' conservation

policies were premised on the isolation of local people from conservation areas. Through colonial legislations,

centuries old gatekeepers abruptly became 'enemies of nature' whose breach of new environmental rules

should be dealt with strict law enforcement measures. This indeed resulted in numerous human righs

atrocities against local people. In post-independence milieu 'fortress conservation'continued unabated. In

most cases land was nationalized resulting in the forceful displacement oFlocal people and loss of ftaditronal

knowledge.lz The most disrurbing finding however, is that these conservation policies and practices were not

necessarily followed because they were effective, viable or right. Often the longevity and influence of

conservation strategres depended on a complex web of interess of actors whose activities and mandate

cannot be propedy monitored.l8 This is also the case at the discourse level where for example despite the fact

that the 'tragedy of commons' theory u/as unquestionably debunked, the metaphor still influences

development policies that regard tradittonal resource malragement as a purt of the problem rather than the

solution.le

Misguided economic and trade policies also accelerated the expansion of agto-investrnents thereby

encouraging extemal encroachment on indigenous systems and displacement of local communities. They

resulted in the replacement of diverse subsistence farrning systems with monoculture agricultural practices.2o

Promotion of cash crop brought heightened conversion of natural habitat tnto agricultural farms with skewed

biodiversity base.21 In Afnca between 1960 and 1980 alone, 161 million hectares of naturd habitat was

converted into cropland severely narrowing the biodiversity base.z In this process, Peasants were simply

taken as a 'bothersome and undifferentiated mass' who vzould be extinguished through the influence of a

blooming urban economy.23 Pastoralists' dght to livelihood and grazng land was also considered 'transitory'

that will fade as a result of 'civilizing' and assimilationist state policies.e+ The unhealthy link between local

t4 AatZZ(t).
15 SeeJ Monson (eds.)(1996).
te 

1 Mackenzie 0991) in Kaesham (ed.) &lunl Swgle ail Da*l@neil in Soilh Afim 22.
17 Nationalization of land restricted entitlemeots in natural resources. EEgbe (2001) 45 latnal oJAfriean bn, 7 27.

18 See A. Hoben (1995) in R Means(ed) The Lie of the Lztd ChalleryiryRavited lZisfun on Africat Entimtmeil.
ro J Kurien (1992) m Ghai and Vivian(Eds.) Gmssmots: Entimnnenbl Action: People's Ponicbarilt it ssslaimble

danbpneil2?2.
20 IUd 48.
21 T. Swmson (1995) 45.
22 lhd.
zA Escobar (1995) 168 157.
2a See K Afrenr(1984) in Asbjo mEjde el al (ed.) Food as a Hmm Nght 89-lol.
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livelihood and the intemational market has often created social unrest as exemplified by Shell's crisis in Ogoni

in Nigena.zs This rocompatibility of local livelihoods and the global market was masterfully descdbed as

follows:

"The livelihood economy is not ruled by the rationality laws of the market system. Peasants,

for instance keep accounts of only those activities which are fully monotised. They

continually innovate and ath:ne their pract.ices through trial and error, in a manner more akin

to art than attonallty, even if the transforrnation of the former into the latter is taking place

steadily, driven by the acquisition economy. Although profit slowly is becoming a cultural

category for peasants, economizing and thrift continue to be central values. The house

ecoflomy is fueled not by acquisition but by material activities the central principle of which

is to care for the base. Included in the base are not only natural resources and material things

but also culturally known ways of doing people, habis, and habitats."%

The discourse on sustainable development establishes the intimate link between development and

environment.2T It makes new development befleficiaries such as v/omen and other local groups visible.28 As

such it helps to cleanse 'the developmental gaze' where local actors, the environment and development are

cleady connected and Lnked.D The role of traditional institutions and knowledge systems in the articulation

of development discourse is emphasized.30

2.1.4. Biodiversity

The CBD defines biodiversity as "the variability among living organisms from all resources includng inter

aba, te:rrestlid., marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecologrcal complexes of which they are part; this

includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems".3l Accotdingly, biodiversity exists at

three levels; genes, species, and ecosystems.

2.2. Appropriation ofAfrica's biodiversity and the threat of bio-piracy

Currendy there is increased trade in biogenetic resources which are often referred as 'seeds of future

capitd'-the foarth rcsoarca They are no longer common and localized properties but 'global commodities'; a

view rvhich lies at the opposite end of the now defunct tommon hedtage' principle. This 'enclosure of the

commons' underscores the emerging visibility and importance of these once local and invisible resources at

the intemational marlet where they arc pivained, patented and traded. 32

b Indepnfuillt Match.
26 A Escobar (1995) 68.
T Pindq'le 23 of the Rio Ded,-tion. Bimie 6d Boyle (eds.) W)l 14.
z Principle 15 ar.d N. Ibid 13.
D A Escobar(1995) 155.
:oM Wanen (1992)7.
3t Artz.
:zVShiva (1994)45.
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A remarkable technologcal rnnovation within the pharmaceutical rndustry herbal health care and

biotechnology has transformed genetic resources' value in an unprecedented scale. It is said, "ninety four

percent of the top selling plant-derived drugs contain at least ofle compound that has a demonstrated use in

traditional medicine related to therapeutic use."33 This creates enormous strain on the local herbs and

traditional medicinal plans on which local communities have relied for a very long period.3a Ensuing over-

production and mass harvesting of specific types of export plant varieties unrelated to the needs of local

people resulted in a serious threat to biodiversity.3s For example, the bark of khEa smegalwse is now

threatened with extinction because of high demand for both gum and herbal medicine.36 Plgenun africanus n

Cameroon, traditionally used for treating u.inary complications is also in demand in quantities local

ecosystems urill never be able to meet. The same is true for Rwandan herb, tetradeni a riporia that has been

used locally to treat a wide aray of diseases includrng malaria, coughs, diarrhe4 fever, mussel ache and

headache.3T

Commercialization of genetic products afld associated traditional knowledge operates through intellectual

property righs. This results in an intensive appropriation of traditional knowledge by Westem companies.38

The US-based University of Toledo acquired patent nghts over an Ethiopran plant, Endoy' used for

controlling Zebra mussels. Some of the vadeties of Ethiopian fine cereal tff(fuSrrtt tffi irch in micronutdents

have also been patented.3e Plans such as Mqtenus buchnani from the Shimba Hills of Kenya and Arucishocldas

komtpnsis from Cameroon have been harvested for cancer afld HIV medicine development by the US

National Cancer Institute without proper recognition of the role of local communities and the sharing of

benefits.

These are acts of bioproE where lTestem life science institutions use "intellectual property rights systems to

legrtimize the exclusive ownership and control over biological resources and biological products and

processes that have been used over centuries in non-industrialized cultures."4 The existing IPRs neither

rccogntze nofl-westem knowledge systems as Prinr art not protect them.al While some of the scientific

applications on life forms involve no novelty, patents are invadably granted without the consultation of

traditronal knowledge-holders. Such exclusion of traditional knowledge and its holden is undelpinned by

33 lbid
3a T Katrina (1995) in Timothy M. Swanson (ed.) Irrtelkctual PflrPa't Rights and biodiami! consennt'iot an

htnfrs@lira1 anafisis of tln nke of medbinalphnts 265.
3s M Khalil(1995) in M. Swanson(ed.) I*elleeaul Pnpng Nghts and biodiwtity corsenation an intadseiplnary analsis oJ

the ulae olnedidnal phils ?36.
30E Rukan6jra (z}ffi) Ertmisktia DonariAryust 41.
37 lbid
38 ' Patent Appropriation of Ethiopim plant for new use' < http://www.suosonline. o1g/trade / areas /intilec/
040 10 0 9 3 .htm>, (access on 3 August 2002).
3e ' Focus on Bio-piracy in Aficl Science in AJrica Septernbet 2N2. South Afiican based online mrgazine avala:ble

ag <http:/ /www.scimceinaftica- co.za/2!N2/sqtember/biopiracy.htm>, (accessed on 2 Septemb ex 2O02).
0 V Shiva Qffit) 49.
41 IUd.
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deeper'epistemologcal foundations'where non-Westem cultures are defined as telro nallias, inferior and

unsystematic.a2 The clash of knowledge systems and the subtlety with which Westem actors have manipulated

the Westem-bias of the current patent system is telhngly captured by the case of the Indian plant called

Pfullanthus nirui for which Fox Chase Cancer Center of Philadelphia (JSA) secured patent. Some

communities treatJaufldice as apafi of a problem associated with liver dysfunction by usrng the plant to help

the regeneration of liver tissue. The patent application of Fox Chase, however, isolated the appl-ication of
plryllanthas ruiruri for the treatment of one strain of hepatetis-hepatetis B.a:

Bio-piracy was common in colonial Afnca. One commentator opines, " Indigenous cultural knowledge has

always been an oPen treasure box for the unfettered appropriation of items of value to Westem

Ctvilizattot."# Ironically, however, Local knowledge systems were also being denigrated as 'unscientiFrc',

'pnmitive' and 'backward'.as This lead to the alienation of African biogenetic resources into many Westem ex

itu sites and biogenetrc gardens.t

The impact of patenting of life forrns and traditional knowledge on local livelihoods cannot be exaggerated.

Monopoly right by Nestb over coffee varieties disenfranchises millions of rural Africans who rely on the

export of coffee for a living.+7 This is even more blatant in the case of medicinal plants whose marketng

benefits will exclusively be owned by the 'inventof. With a secured patent over all derivative products, local

communities will finally lose all access to what had once been their own. The complexity and cost involved in

IPR procedures discour4ge local communities from challenging flawed patent applications.

2.3.Tb.e lromises and problems'of genetically modifred organisms (.GMo,)
Biotechnology, scientifrc manipulation of microorganisms to process products of industrial, agricultural and

commercial interesg holds both promises and risks for Africa. By enhancing food production, it can feed

millions of hungry Africans.as Tissue culture and micro-propagation have been used to produce enhanced

quality crops such as maize, coffee and beans.ae Nonetheless new trends in biotechnology raise concems

regardng their impacs on environments and local biodiversity. This is particulady the case in relation to the

production and distribution of GMOs. Genetic engrneering is a biotechnological method of breedmg plans

and animals with useful agronomic raits such as resistance to pesticide or increased yield. GMOs have been

42 lbial.
43 lhi.l 55-56.
4J Mugabe (1999) 4.
asMWmen (1989)25.
6E Rukan$ra @m)%5.
qt lile?etfunt May 7t xx)2.
rs See WARDA (2000).
ae T Egwag(2001) EJB ElecntbJomal oJBionchnotog 3.
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produced and marketed in the US, Canada, Argentin4 China, Thailand and other countries. Currently South

Afnca is the only producer and marketer of GMOs in Africa.so

The absence of certainty on their health afld environmental rmpact puts GMOs at the center of 6erce

controversy.sl Reacthg to consumers'concem about'mad cow' and other diseases, the EU introduced suict

approval, verification and labeling requirements on GMOs.s2 Soon the uncertainty over GMO outgrew the

European frontier and became a subject of a new negotiation on biosafety resulting in the 2000 Cartegena

Protocol. During the negotiation of this Protocol, Africa and other developing countries exercised maximum

p(essure on the developed wodd particularly on the US on its policy on GMOs.53 Africa's common position

on biosafety which was proposed by Ethiopia and was later adopted by African govemments calls for a

moratorium on GMOs and the adoption of precautionary principle. This was later incorporated in the frnal

Protocol.

A strict applicatron of patent on GMOs undermines the traditional 'free-exchange' of seeds among local

farmers.sa Farmers cannot freely save patented GMOs. By replacing the traditlonal breeding methods, it

disowns local breeders and transfers their seed wealth to big frrrns.ss By definrng the center of seed ownership

and contro! they impact on long-term food security and local livelihoods.s6 In Mexico, GMO food crops

from the United States that local farmers unknowingly sow olt their farms were genetically mixed with local

varieties creating new hazardous pollens.s? Such hazard has been one of the most importaflt (easons behind

the recent reiection of USAID's GMO food crop by a number of Southem African govemments.ss More

over GMO research so far has been biased towards commercial crops theteby undermining variety-farming

system which traditionally has been used as a risk management strategy at a subsistence level.se By globalising

the food supply system and creating nutrition pattems, it narrows the variety of indrgenous plans used as

food substances.60 As the cost of certifying organic food substances is imposed on consumers, the ptice of

food substances may go up.61 Perhaps one of the most severe trade implications of GMOs is that it may

so 1yfmiam Mayet 'Analysis of South Aftica's GMO Act of 1997 , < http: / /www.biowatch.org.za > (accessed on 2

Augrst 2002).
t, firrry of the genetically e.gr.eered food substances did not pass through serious health hazard tests before

they were relemed to the mar-ket. Nep York Tines 2l Mry 2U)1.
52 Neu Yo* Times 15 February 2001. Some argue that such requirements maks it herder for African farrners to

penetrate European markets even if tie latter dedare themselves exdusively organic food producers. Danish

Research Instiurte of Food Economics Qffiz) l.
s3 Nep S cienlist 15 January 2000.
sq Vashingtot?os t 3lJdy, 2OO2.

ss hcsasing merger moves brouglt the wodd seed industry into handfirl of firms'
se See Chapter i Engjne.;.g Life: Agri-biotechnologies and the food system' 1rr 6s6dman md Raddiff

@ds.)(1e8Q 161-2N
sz G Conway (2000) 4 Consmntiol Ecologl2.
58 Zzrlrtbia t.ns do*n GM Aid BEC, <hnp,//news.bbc.co.uk/2/ht/afncr/2199189.stm> (Accessed on 2

August 2002).
se Fakir (2000) Thid lVorld Ne,pork 5.

6oschatan and Gussow (1984) in Asbio mF;rde et al (l9M) Food as a Hunan Nght 16.

61 Mail dz Guatdiar Mry 3 2002.
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displace developing countries' organic export commodities thereby srgnificandy diminishing their global

competitiveness.62

2.4.The gender dilemma of community discourse

Women have always played an important role as food producers and providers.63 According to F'AO, womefl

produce about 50 percent of the wodd's consumption food.6a The majority of small landholders are female

farmers who grow multrple vadeties of plants in their small plots of land. Plant varieties such as "njabl' bexr

(Dobchos lablab) amorg Krkupr Kenyans, sorghum in the Sudan, and mdigenous fruits and leaves (baobab tree

-Adansonia digiua; red sorrel leaves -Hibiscus saddnifa; kapok leaves-Ceiba pntandrz) and tigemut abers (C.yputts

escalentas L,) in Burkina Faso have been preserved by women.65 The gender division of labour undelpinnmg

Africa's agdculnrre is such that women carry the primarily responsibilrty for the selection, stotage and

exchange of seeds. Studies have shown that women's seed selection rationale is more varied than those of

men who norrnally opt for commercially profitable crops. In home gardens women try out new varieties.

They also act as traditional healers; a responsibility which gives them special access to varieties of medicrnal

plants.6 Women arc also both collectors and consumers of fuel. This stewardship role places women as

guardians of local plants and animal varieties, and associated traditional knowledge.6T This understanding was

both shaped and had shaped well-known pioneer proiects such as the Green Belt in Kenya and Chipko in

India in the 1980s where women were involved in community forestry programme.6s

The valorizatioo of u/omen as pnvileged managers of biodivenity within Women in Environment and

Development ("WED") literature was an ideologcal construct forrnulated by women wdters in resistance to

the preoccupation of existing theories with how women were victimized by environmental degradatron and

how they played and continue to play important roles particulady in forestry protection by managing and

controlling fuel wood collection and consumption.6o Such discourse underlines the social construction of a

much broader environmental role of women based on equally socially constnrcted knowledge system. As one

researcher puts it, womefl in Kenya, for example, have always retained advanced know-how about wild food

and medicinal plants that they have preserved for long agarnst major social changes resulting from

urbanization, schooling and other forrns of modemization.To In the rural Colombia the role of women, adept

in diversified subsistence farming that combined cash crops and subsistence local crops, in resisting state's

62VShiva (1993) 117.
o: 'Seed oflife: women and agro-biodivetsiry in Aftica' IKNotcs (Wodd BanlCs publication) No 23'2W I
6aSe Vomet atd Ssstainable Food Seah!, Wodd Food Progm Sustainable Developmmt Wo*ing Papers,

Nowemeber1996 Available at < http://www.frc.ory/sd/FSdirect/FBdirect/FsP001.htm>(accessed on 2Augr:st
2@2).
es IK Notes 7.

6See M Femandez(1994) 2 Indigeruts knowledgz ail Devebpnenl Moiltor.
6TnVomm: LJsers, Preserves md Mmages of Agriculnrre"<-biodiversity'http://w.fao. org/ FOCUS/E
/Women/Biodiv-e-htm) (accessed on L2 August 2002).
6 R Braidotti et al (1994) %.
6e lbid
70 D Rocheleau(lg9s) 1 IDS fulletit 26 73.
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interventions that encouraged cash crop monoculture showed how u/omen become formidable local voices

for the integrity of biodiversg.Tl This understanding has created a remarkable enthusiasm arnong many

feminist developmental theorists and practitroners who argued for altemative developmental models which

promote the distrnctive and nouanced role and partrcipatron of women in biodiversity protection.T2 It also

encouraged development institutions to be more sensitive to the role of v/omen in the selection of seed,

management of small livestock herds and conservation and sustainable use of plant and ariimal vadeties. The

preamble of the CBD that recognizes'the vial role thatwomen play in the conservation and sustainable use

of biologrcal diversiry' entrenches such understanding arid elevates it further by calling for 'the full

participation of women at all levels of policy making and rmplementation for biological diversity

conservation'. 73

If community rghts narratives a(e to be accepted as equitable and just, some of their potential inadequacies in

addressing the role and stahrs of women in nrral context need to be problematised. There is no gurarantee that

community conservation policies are alurays liberatrng for wornen. In fact there is agreat danger that they may

reinforce traditional male biased norms. Often men are well placed and more empowered than women to take

Ldvantage of new community conservation agendas. Local community networks and intedocutors are

susceptible to men's manipulations. Many local communities in Afnca have customary land teflures, which

disenfranchise women and hrnder their full participation. Gender based power-relation cautions us not to

naively assume that community benefits are equally shared by all members. It becomes important then to

articulate community nghts discourse in such a.way that it ma.kes the particular r,ulnerability of women in

locd context visible and that it embraces methods of empowering them for enhanced participation and

beneft sharing.Ta Group protection regimes under intematiooal law are introduced to ensure better protection

for individuals.Ts

2.5. Conclusion

A definitron for 'communities' need to be inclusive and take into account interests of the various groups

within acefiait community and promote their distinctive roles and contributions to biodiversrty protection.

Dominant IPRs, whose epistemological assumptions and language effectively denied non-Westem knowledge

forms recognition and protection, encourage biopiracy. This exclusion created an intemational regime that is

essentially resistant to diversity both at the biological or cultural level. The combined forces of S7estem

rationalism and the logrc of the market triggered the emeqgence of GMOs and patenting of life forms which

have severe ramifications on the diversifred life wodd of local communities. The community rights language

hence emerges as a counter-narrative that resists the influence of such market oriented intemational economic

7t V Shiva (1993)24.
72 See for example Vandana Shiva's much acdaimed book StqtingAhte, Vomen, Eeohg6 and Dathpnenl (1989).
73 The preamble of the CBD.
uaSee M Schrnink(1999) .

7s R Rich (1992) n J Craw ford (ed.) T/ e Ngb ts oJ P elp ks 3 -4.
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noflns. Informtrg such dialogue with intemational human nghts prir$ples ensure that its benefits are

equitably shared arnong various groups.
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CFIAPTER THREE

MAPPING THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL REGIMES AFFECIING AFRICA'S

BIODryERSITY

3.1. Introduction

This Chapter seeks to unpack the existrng intemationa.l arrangements for the protection of genetic resources.

Many African countries are members of different intemational instnrments whose relationship is often vexed,

unclear and even murlier. It is therefore imperative to identify how states'varied intemational commitments

are inter-connected. The continuous regeneration of norms resulting from ongoing negotiations presens a

formidable challenge both to an easy comprehension and simplified presentation.

There are many actors shaping the emerging debate on environment and trade. However the author have

picked only those, which are placed prominently in the development of intemational norrns regardrng the

protection of biological and cultural diversity. Emerging intemational jurispmdence on indrgenous peoples'

rights provides a suitable entry point for the discussion. This will help conceptualising communiry

entidements within a background of well-settled discourse on indigenous peoples' dghs discourse.

3.2. Indigenous peoples' rights

Indigenous peoples' rights gained prominence during the decolonisation period where power was transferred

from colonialiss to dominant local groups.76 They are primarily designed to protect vulnerable groups from

post{olonial excesses.TT In 1957 the ILO adopted a Convention relathg to indigenous vrorkers that was later

revised in 1989.78 The UN appointed a Special Rapporteur on the Problem of Discdmination against

Indigenous Peoples n 7972 and established the Working Group on Indigenous Peoples in 1985. The

Working Group prepared aDraft Declaration on the P.rghts of Indigenous Peoples in 1989. The ECOSOC,

in its Decision 2OO0/22, set up the Permanent Forum on Indrgenous Issues as a subsidiary organ. The

General Assembly, in its Resolutroo 48/163 of 21 December 1993, proclaimed the Intemational Decade of
the Wo rld's Indigenous Peoples (l 99 5 -2004).7 e

io I Brownlie(l992) 56.
77 Ihid
78 Conwtlion (No. 169) Conceninglndgmoss atd Tibal Peopks in ladepa&al Comtries, adopted or 27 Jurrc 1989 by the
General Conference of the ILO. It entered into force 5 Septemb ex 1991.
7e There is an erpectation that before the dose sf this Indigeoous Peoples Decade, the Dra-ft Dedaration will be
transformed into a binding instrument.
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The role of the UN in general and the workhg Group in pafticular has been limited'e The 1989 ILo

Convention remains the only multilateral iflstrument on rndigenous peoples'81 Brownlie categofically states'

"general of customafy lavzs do not present any nrles or principles conceming indigenous peoples as such'"82

Anayaon the other hand afgues that'common core opinion' and humafl rights princQles around the 1989

ILo Convention and the Draft Declaration, regardless of any tfeaty of formal aict of asseflt' create

obligations.s3 Some, however, question that indigenous entitlements in the intemational arena are

ambiguously defined to protect narrowly deffred groups. Brownlie notes that the Working Group's definition

of indigenous peoples has laid much emphasis on historical antecedence, distinctive r"ulnerability and

separateness of these categories of peoples from the dominant national culture8a' The 1989 ILO Convention

also states that it is applicabte to 6ibal peoples in independent countdes "whose social, cultural and economic

condition distinguish them from other sections of the national community'"8s

Drawrng the contours and content of indigenous peoples'entitlements is not less difficult either' So far the

emphasis has been on the rights of indigenous peoples over land and natrlral resources'e Issues of mtangible

resources rarely arise. Nonetheless, there is now a trend to incorporate indigenous peoples' concems within

existing debates on IPRs.87 The demands of indigenous peoples themselves and lobbying by social

movemens have largely influenced this development'88

Uncertainty on indrgenous righs under international law and their restricted application to fleady defrned

groups have encouraged Afocan post-ifldependence diplomats to reiect the language of indrgenous peoples in

iS entirety.8e Neither the OAU's Charter nor the African Charter on Human and Peoples RighS make any

reference to indrgcnous rights. Flowever, in his 1986 rePort, the Specia-l RzPporteur for Indigenous Peoples

Affarrs, Mairrrrez Cobo, notes, " certaifl group of population in several African countries should be

considered as indgenous."eo The cufrent Special Rapporteuq Mr. Rodolf Steven Hagen, in his rccent feport

submitted to the ECOSOC in Febm ary 2002, also reiterated this view'e1

80 He states, 
..the fact rernains that in the sphere of lxqr-6aking and activity and- tle sponsorship of lqallybin'ling

instruments, the United Nations has done 1o ling .rb.t oii to (ecognize the interests of indigenous peoples

outside the agenda of normal hurnan 'ights Protection'" I Brovnlie(7ggz) 66-67'

8,J Ao^y" (1996 63.
ezl&n 62.
83 I&n 55.
ea I&n 60.
es Art 1(1).
e See L Baers(1998) 4.

atVorld Tm& orynirytion Actittitits Relating to Indgeross People:., Petmanent forun on Indigeno-us Peoples

E/CN.19/ZN2/Z/Ad;-.6B Apfl.21y12. U.frpO Uaf, "rio 
of coosultations and roundtable on the issue of

iodigenous peoples, taditional knowledge and property dghts'

BB Movments such as Indigenor. p"opio coiitior ag#st Biopiracy and Indigenous Peoples counol Against

Biocolonialism are some few examples of these forces

ee Moringe parkipuny(,ndai 
"111,,iagro*, 

pnpbs Nghts fuestion in AJmd,stat€ment to tle UN \f,/'erking Group

on lndigenous peoples. arrirlt" 7t, . utb,/2"1.*l-is.og/fivdp/Aftica/pad<ipny'ut>, (accessed on 23

August 2002).

'o 
E/CN.4/Sub ' 211986/7 /Add.4'

etElCN.4/n02/97.
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Africa,s traditional disenchantrnent with frdrgenous peoples righS is gradually changing'e2 This shift is

marked by the receflt decision of the ACHPR in its 28th session in Baniul, the Gambia, to establish an expert

group on indrgenous and ethnic gfoups in Africa.e3 Secondly, there has been well-organized activism around

indigenous groups such as the San peoples of Kalahari desefi, Arnaztgh in North Africa' Mubuti in former

Zake and Ogoni in Nigeria. The recent development of an anu-obesrty dmg based on a Kalahari desert

cactus, which San people have used since time immemorial, and the ensuing contfoversy shows how the

concept of indigeniety is emerging as L powerful tool to address the protection of the needs of local

communities in Africa.ea By doing so rndigenous peoples' righs establishes an important intemational norrn

which diminishes the exclusive entitlement of states over their resources'e5 This is important to counter-

balance the negaUve repercussions of the state soverelgnty pnnciple, u/hich is strongly affrrmed under the

CBD.%

3.3. International norrns, instruments and institutional affangements

3.3.1. T rude Related Intellectual Property Rights C'TRIPS')

TRIPS agreement was included in the GATT in 1994's Uruguay Round' The three obiectives of the

ag(eement are;

r) Establishing minimum standards of pmacdon;

n) Chrifyrng general principles on domestic procedures and remedies for the enforcement of intellectual

proPerty righs, and;

iii) Facilitatrng dispute resolution mechanism under WTO'

TRIpS permis patent over life forrns such as microorganisms and their processes'e7 Article 27(2),however'

incolporates an exception clause which allows states' refusal on patenting of life forrns on the basis of ordru

pubtc and moraliry.It, however, offers little clarity regarding the distrnction betu/een non-patentable plant and

animal life, and essential biologcal process on the one hand and patentable microorganism and

microbiological processes on the otJrer.e8 Arucle 27(3)(b) obliges WTO membefs to protect plant breeders'

righS either through patent or sai genissystems. It, however, does not offer any definition of such systems'e

sz The hdEerous Peoples of Africa Coordinating Committee however is of the view that indigenous peoples in

Afrba refers to mainly huntes and gathers who are 4;..riminated by dominant African ethnic groups' See 
qWho

Indigenous in Africa', < httP: / /www.tptcc'org-za> accessed on 2 SePternber 2002)'
Rights, Baniul the

e3 Fiftemth A-onual Activity Report of the Afrban Commissioo oo Human and PeoPles
t

Ga:abi4 October?!02.
ea BBC,30July 2002.
e5 pta 5Z4of the Repoa by tle Sub-Com-ission on the 1983 Protectioo of Disaimination and the Protection

of. Minority stares ' ... no inte-ediary instinrtion of any kind should be created or appointed to hold the lands of

indigenous peoples on their behdf Quoted in I Browneli(lggz) 70'

se Art 3 of the CBD.
e7 Article 27.3@) states: .ilvlembers may also exclude from patentabtriSr .plants 

and o'i-a]s otber ttran

microorganism., ,,,d ".."offibt"tdi 
processes fo, th. proioction 

-of -plants 
or animals other than non-

biologkal 2ad mito-biological processes. Howevu, membes shall provide flr dre protection of plant varieties

"irloiy 
p",.oo o, by 

"r, 
Jff..ti.r" sui generis system or by any combination therof "'

e8 CJuma (1999) 9.

l7
w *e GenticResome AcdonIntcmaliorulMtrch2W 4'
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African WTO members see sui geruris system as weaker, non-Patent regrme where group entitlements are

emphasized while developed countries tefld to consider it as a stringent, patent like and rndividualisuc

system.lm

TRIPS is essentially a private rights regrme.ror [1 de65 not make any reference to traditional knowledge which

is primary communitari211.1o2 Visw5 on the efficacy and equitabilrty of using Patents or other IPR systems to

protect genetic fesources and associated maditional knowledge are divided' Some suggest that article 1 which

allows states to provide a more extensive protecdofl under their domestic law (as far as these measures are

not contradictory with the agreement) can be used to provide protection to traditional knowledge'lo3 The

possibility of manipulathg other PR rcgimes such as trademarks, utility models, industrial desigrs' sefvice

marks or geographical indicators is also suggested. Cntics argue that not only do TRIPS and other IPR

systems fail to adequately protect life-forms and knowledge systems but also they expose the latter to

misappropriation and eventual depletion. 1c Swanson argues that TRIPS seeks to standardize' uniformalise'

and accumulate human knowledge whose nature and form is biased toward uniform, human generated,

w.estem types oF knowledge.lG It is born out of a lTestem epistemologrcal assumption and

monoculturalisation agenda.16 He suggests that IPRs are intimately connected with information generated

through human investrnent to the exclusion of naturally generated information stored in genetic resources'1m

Patents on biotechnologcally altered life solely seek to protect this human investment rather than red and

measurable values of biological (esources. TRIPS is also inflexible and burdensome to developingcountdes

by reinforcing existing unequal allocation of benefits arising from the commercialisation of biogenetic

resources.los This led to its reiection by wTO African member countries.lD

The relationship berween TRIPS and cBD is precarious, if not contradictory' while the cBD recognrzes

States' Sovereign enUtlemeflts ovef their resources, the TRIPS creates a private enclosure over natufal

resources.llo The nanrre of knowledge systems they seek to Protect are also different'll1 Due to their

advantageous bargaining power within the arrangement, developed countries prefer the primacy of TRIPS to

1@ This confusion undedines the debate whether the oAU',s Model Law or UPOV should be taken as effective

s*i gnais systems under the meanin g of art ZQI 
-- ^ *

1u This is deady stated i" ,n" p*"itf" "f ,n. {lJps. Text of the instnrment available at WTo's ofEcial website'

. l"pzz***'.*to.og7"rgloU/docs-e/legal-e /27-ttps.pdf>, (accessed on 23 August 2002)'

102 TRIPS is formuleted to protect .y.*"ri., fofIorl 
"od -difi"i u"*'l"dg" systems- See S Walker(2001)'

103 See G Dutfield,(1997) Biopficv L,ttlnalional 19'

rG See ttre previous chapter
ro5 T Swanson (1995) 6. r --r---^r :-^.--. q-- .
106 This market oriented-ness makes TRIPS incapable of ad&essi'g major social and orlurral issues' See C

Brenner (1999).
107 As ebove. 12.
1c G Dutfied (1999) 1.

1@ WTO (1999) Communication from Kenya on Behalf of the Aftican Group' World Trade O1g"izx1ie1'

Geneva.
110 ge66 however ague that the CBD does nor in any way creale rigtrts !:,_ 

*fu. generalized and old

sovereigoty prindph. L Commission on Intellectual and Industdal Property, ?3Jwrc 1999'

111swdker (M1)32.
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the CBD.112 Developing countdes, however, feel a sense of exclusion and alienatiofl towards TRIPS that is

largely negotiated uzithout their full partrcipauon.ll3 In Africa the TRIPS negotiations preceded national

debates on its implicauons on development and the environment.lla This South-North divide has also

reflected itself in the TRIPS's review process. Whfle developing countries push fot unqualified patentablity

exception, and the looseoing of the ngor of TRIPS enforcement, developed counties want to lessen the

exception purview or its total abolition. This asymmetrical agenda lead to formidable stalemate in the

deliberations and negotiations.

3.3.2. Conventron on Biological Diversity (*CBD")

cBD is the most signifrcant outcome of the l992Rio Earth Summit'11s Due to is broad constituency - 
it

has over 180 member states- it cfeates a strong Legal-political foundadon for the control and protection of

genetic resources. Article 3 of the Convention reaffrms soverelgn rtghts of states over their natural resources'

thereby departing from the cvr|ltrVtt heritageprinciple that had been dominant in the Pastrre' It grants states the

authority to adopt and lmplement policies on "environmentally sound uses" of genetic resources and put up

conditions for access. It creates conditions for access to genedc resources on prior inforned consent and

mutually agreed terrns.117 States are however obliged not to "impose restrictions that counter the obiective of

the Convention".118

For biodiversity rich developing countdes, though a teaffimation of soverergn righs over genebc fesources $

salutarf, state-centred approach undermines the rights of local communities'11e The CBD also does not cover

ex itubiogeietic collections, i.e. those that are found in gene banks and gprrnplasm reserves'1m It' however'

aff,ms indgenous peoples' moral and legal claims to land, natural resources, afid knowledge and recognDes

their role in the sustarnable conservation and development of genetic lesources'1a Article 8$ obliges state

pafties to 'respect, pfeserve, and maintain'traditional knowledge with the approval and involvement of local

communities. Importantly it stipulates that IPRs should not be used to underrnine the protection of

biodiversity.lz It also stipulates that beneFrS accruing from the commercialisation of traditional knowledge'

innovation and practices shall be equitably shared' Technology is defined in such L wly that it

112 under international law, rhere is no hierarchical relation between trade and environmmtal

enforcement mechanism goder TRIPS give this afiargeoent a relativdy strong Positioning'

rr: 1.[s r\fi6an crorp;. po.itioo- "t tht wfPo's fora also exPresses sit-ilar

WIPo/GRTKF llc/1/lo. CJuma (1999) 5'

114 P Cullet Q@l) asJotnaloJlftiwr lan' 197'
fir p po*o, lf OOg L Wilfi"--Sl1lp" rod Oliver A. Houck(eds.) Biodttmig ail Lant 202"

116 r\rt 15.
117 Afiides 15.5, 15.4.
118 &115 (2).
11e V Shila (1993) l5Z.
rz0 Shiva agues tlat by failing to provide protection to ex siht collection' the CBD Presents a great risk to

devdopi.g counries. Ibizl 754-

121 The preamble states: ..the close md traditional dependence of many indigenous and local commtmitbs

ernbodying traditional tifestyles on biological rcsoutces, and the desirability 6[ 5fi'ring equitably beaefits arisi'g

from the use of traditionA t "-f"ag", 
i.iovations and'practices relevant to ttre conservation and the sustainable

use of its comPonents."
rz art 16(5).
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incoqporates 'indrgenous and traditional innovations''1u By looking at these provisions some argred that the

cBD crafts a niche for a human oghts discourse within trade and biodiversity protectiofl regime'12a cntics on

the other hand point out that the convention neither creates any concrete rights to indigenous people nor

stipulates for specific measures states should take lfr order to fulfil those righS'l5 It important to note that

the CBD is not simply a property rights regime'1%

In its Decisi onIII/74,the Conference of Parties ('COP') urged parties to supply information about the

implementation of article 80 and other related provisions of the Convention' and invited member states'

indigenous peoples, NGOS and other independent consultants to pfesent proposals and case studies on best

practices on the subiect m1tter.lu At i15 fourth meeting the COP established an Ad Hoc Workrng Group'

which is mandated to provide advice on the application afl'd development of legal and other appropriate

forms of protection forthe knowledge, innovations and practices of indrgenous and localcomrnunides and

frame modalities of implementing article s0 and other relevant provisions of the convendon'rza [1 nl56

established the Panel of Experts on Access and BeneFrt Sharing to frame methods of implementhg artrcle

15.D The workrng group Frnalized the Bonn Guidelines, which were latter adopted by coP \rl'1s These

Guidelines are designed to complement flational biodiversrty strateg'ies and they cover a vzide ranging issues

such as the establishment of a national focal point; responsibilities and roles of both providers and receivers

of geneuc resoufces; participation of stakeholders in negotiations; informed consenq sharing of the benefiS

from the utilization of natural resources on mutually agreed terms; types of benefits; incentives; settlement of

disputes and others.131 Protection of traditional knowledge is also encoded as the central obiective of the

Guidelines.l32 The existence of mechanisms of involvrng local and indigenous communities in each step of

negotiation are emphasized.ls Users are obLged to gain the prior consent of local people and satisfy the

latter,s request for information.ly It also provides for the provision of monetary and none-monetary benefits'

ll.f ::9;."archer puts it " in the sio6iversit/ Convmtion, t'T:o:*3Y t+:'::f*#X :::XH:
rowards iustice in the field ofl.oro-i. ,ta .r"lr""JttiJ""gt-tttti""-;"stice with mological and economic

disputes" D Downs(1996) 203'

rzs unPo/ c nTIrJ. / lC / 1 l7 I .

rx S Droeg. md B Soete (NOI) Eninanmlal atdResottrtx Economics 19 152'

'ri'K"r" 
orher relevant provisions indude articles 8(); 16; 17.2; 18'4;19 1; and 2'15 and loc' See A Yupri

gBltl;"" 
Adopred by the conlerena or.hc.parties,to 1",.."-","-":i-11X"^::i:f:lBT::KHi;if

l1i[s6ring. Decision No IVII, < htrp://vurw.Uioaf.ory/i"oiid*l-".2."p O4'dec-ei'pdf>' (accessed on ZMay

2ffi2).
L S.. D".i.ioo vll24 UNEP/ cBD /coP l5lx'
131 The Bonn Guideline are availeble at COP's official website at, < httP: / /www'biodiv og>' (accessed ort2May

2n4.

11ffi.t5,]u*"s can for the estabrish.mt ornational anansem:lts ':,'h i'J1u:11:::Tf5:"lffiti*
where indigenous and local people are duly rqr*."r"isy 

**:"g"ir-g 
the differing interests of local comrmmity

groups, it prescribes f". "';;1;-;r." 
6i16'i-i.ati"r';;',hJil""ltLtot and b?ntfit 5[ering' See Art la ft)

and Section Thlee.
ta,qrt 16(B).
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3.3.3. The Intemational Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of P1ants ("UPO\P')

The UPOV (French acronym) is a treaty origrnally negotiated h 1961 mainly by Westem counmies' Primarily

designed to pfotect the interest of plant breeders that develop " new' distincg uniform and stable" plant

varieties, it is the only multilateral system that sets minimum standards for the protection of plant varieties

through IPR.13s It has been subsequently revised n 1,972, 1978 and 1991' The 1978 Act berng closed to

further accession in April 7999, any country wishing to ioin UPOV can only be a member to the 1991

version. Currently around 70 percent of UPOV members are developed countdes' South Africa and Kenya

are the only Afncan countries partres to UPOV'ffi

The primary beneficiaries of plant vaflety protection are plant breeders'137 Like patents, the period of

protection is limited.138 The breeder's monopoly right does not extend to private use and research application'

including expedmentation on propagation of new varieties and it is subiect to public interest control'13e

Though TRIPS does not make reference to upov, westem member states afe increasingly pressudzing

developing countries to accept the instmment as a sui geruis system'

The Upov has a number of drawbacks that makes it less suitable as a sui generis system'1* with subsequent

revisions, it has become almost identical to patent. The 1991 Act not only restricts farmers' rights but aiso

recognizes breeders' righS and patents' The 1978 UPOVs extensive reference to farmers' righS is

considerably limited.141 The UPOV is mainly designed to provide protection to Westem agricultural

businesses.la2 There is no reference to traditional knowledge.la3 The UPOV Secretariat algues that the UPOV

regime enhances food security in developing countries. A survey, however, shows that only 36 o/o of t\e

varieties protected by plant vadeties certificates are food crops'l++ In Keny4 only one title out of 1'36

applications relates to a gfeefl bean that is exported to the European market'145 Moreover' both in Kenya and

South Aftica the maiority of the applicants are disproportionately foreigne$, suggesting that the system is less

supportive of local rcsearch and technologlcal capacity building'16

r35 \dhils ths CBD covers all biological resources, the UPOV only covers pl^ot varieties'

r% lglllntemational coovention for ttre Protectioo of N"*'v"'i"ties- of Plants as rcvised at Geneva (1971'

I91B,l99l) Status on lrly 1.6-mZ < http://srcrwupov.int/ etglnttf/pdf f nt ifinen'pdf>(accessed on 2

Augrst 2002)'
tY art 5(1) of the 199L Act
13s According to Art 19 of the 1991 Act, the period of protection are not fixed but shdl not be shorter than 20

yeas.
1e Art 15 of the 199L Act.
14 On different approaches to sui genais,see A Siler(L998) 34 Biorechttolog ail D.ewlEnmt MotitorMarch 1998'

141 cdlet also nores rhat .. the 1991 version of the corlrentioo, *hiJ has sig.ifilandv weakened the excq>tions

6o .69 rights of breeders contained in the 1978 versior, A.* i"1" sipificant"tliff.ercnce between patents and the

regimeofferedbyUpOV.,,f Crff"rlZOOg 45Jo*nalofAJncanbwL.ieelsoThildVortdNetworkMry1999'
10 All the rcvisions processes q/sre tri€rqer€d by , d",ii to stengthen the righs of breeder' they restricted the

rights and privileges of farmers.
ra:. J Fgzihabehae (NO2) 4.

ra Genltic Resources Action International (Grain) June 2001' 3'

14s IUd.
rlr See Grain(1999).
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Developing countries' disenchantment with the UPOV has spawned a flew wave of debate within the Food

and Agriculturc Oxgarizaaon (FAO) starting in the 1970s and leading up to the adoption of the Intemational

Undertalang on Plant Genetic Resources tn 1983.147 This instnrment espoused 'a common human hentage

principle'which makes both traditronal and natural, vadeties of the developing countries and advanced and

enhanced varieties of the developed wodd free and accessible.l4 Some of the Underaking's provisions

provide for the sharing of benefits and local partrcrpatron in decision-making. Most of these principles were

further elaborated and developed by FAO's intelpretative resolutions. The absence of enhanced breeders'

rights protection under the instrument caused its rejection by developed countries.lae Negotiators form

developrng countrjes also criticized the Undertakng for transfering "wealth of genetic material to the North

in retum for access to specialized lines of great technical sophistrcatron of dubious value".ls llence as one

commentator noted, "The Undertaking failed to prevent developed countries from protecting their IPR

systems in plafls and failed to win any sort of compensation for least developsd qsun11ie5".1s1

3.3.4. World Intellectual Property Rights Organization (" WIPO")

The WTPO is a specielized UN agency mandated to administer IPIls.152. In 1982 WIPO and UNESCO

developed the Model Provisions on the Protection of Expression of Folklore.ls In 1997 it established the

Global Intellectual Property Issue Division (GIPID), which is mandated "to explore and investigate the needs

and expectation of new beneficiaries of rntellectual property rights". GIPID's mandate touches upon issues

includrng, arnong othets, traditional knowledge, innovation and creativity, biodiversrty and biotechnology;

protection of folklore; and intellectual property and development. It organized two important global

roundtables, namely a Roundtable on Intellectual Property and Indigenous Peoples in July 7998 and a

Roundtable on Intellectual Properry and Traditional Knouzledge in November1999.ls It also undertook fact-

flnding missions in 28 countries.lss In Africa, these fact-findrng missions covered Uganda Namibia, South

Africa" Nig.riq Ghana, Mali and Senegal.

1a? Resolution 8/83 Twenty Scond Session of the FAO Cooference Rome 1983.
1€ The prea:nble states," plant gmetic resources rc a heritage of mankind to be presewed, and to be freely
available for use, for the benefit of present and funrre generations."
14e Klilse Bosselamn (1996) ?laot md Politics: The Iotemational Legal Regime conceming Biotechnolory and
Biodiwrsity' TColomdtJrurtaloJlntenatiodLaw,Enuimnnntall-.awandPoEE777134.
ts Ifun 133.
tsr lder1r 133.
1s2 The two important treaties which fall outside of WIPO's mandate indude TRIPS and CBD. Bahtti Shakeel,

'Intellectual Property and Traditional Knowledge; the Work md Role of the Wodd intellecnral Property
Qrganizxliel' Expert Meeting on System and National Expedences for protecting Traditional Knowledge,
Innovations md Practices, UNCTAD, GENEVA, October 30 to November 2,2[N, (www.unctad.otg/tnde_
env/docs/wipo.pdf>( Accesse d 23 May 2ffi2).
153 The te-t of tle Model Provisions is available at, (w.wipo.int /globalissues /tk/ pdf /l9S2Ofolklore-model-
provision.p df> (accessed o n 24 M ay 2OO2).
lvSee Ronnd Table on intellecnral Property and Indigmous Peoples Geneva J:i/ry 23 and 24, 1998
wiPO /INDIP/RT/ 98/ lRew
1s5 See the rcport of these fact finrling missions ta Irrtelkctual Pru?c@ Nuds ail Expeetation oJTrditional Knowhdge
Holden: WPO Repofi on FactFirdiagMissitns or Intellecnal Pruperq atd Tmdititnal Knowkdge(|998-1999), Gnew 20(J0.
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At its 12th Extraordinary Session, the General Assembly of WIPO establtshed the Intergovemmenal

Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledp and Folklore to engage

states in continuous discussions and consultations on the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore

and access to genetic resource and benefis shadng.ls The Committee's membership is oPefl to all WIPO

parties and other accredited intemational and national organizatiorts. At the Committee's first meeting in May

2OO1 tn Genev4 Mad4gascar presented the African Group's proposal.lsT The submission identifies the inbuilt

inadequacy of IPR for the protection of genetic resources and traditional knowledge and calls for the

adoption of an inclusive intemational legal instrument.

There is a fear that WIPO is attempting to co-opt indrgenous groups into dominant IPR systems'1$

Contested IPR matters such as the revision of TRIPS are pushed aside from WIPO's reach. IndusEialized

countries always try to offload contentious IPR matters from WIPO's mandate, as decisions within WIPO

may not necessarily protect their interests.lse Cognizant of this developmen! however, developrng WTO-

member countries such as Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Peru, are now pushing for the

inclusion of traditional knowledge in trade negotiadons.l@

3.3.5. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (*UNCTAD")

In 1996 UNCTAD Iaunched the Bio Trade Initiative, which is designed to assist biogenetrcally dch countdes

to profit from the commercia.lisation of their genetic resources. By stimulating investrnent in genetic

resources, it seeks to promote the sustainable use of natural resources.161 UNCTAD's Bio 'f rade Facilitation

program (BTFP) supports entrepreneurs to trade in biological materials and related products both at the

national and intemational markes.162 At UNCTAD's 10th Conference, it was decided to infomr these

projects with provisions of the CBD and TRIPS. Though UNCTAD's program has mainly concentrated on

the Amedcas, some African partners have benefited ftom the program. 16 For example the Southem African

Natural product Trade Association (SANPToTA) has benefited from the UNCTAD trade facilitation

programme.ls It held an Expert Meeting on Systems and National Experiences for Protecting Traditional

1sr S€€ WIPO General AssemblyTwmty-Six Session, Geneva, September 25 to October 3,Z/JU|--WC_/GAi

261 6.
tst pppssa! p^ssl1ted $ tk Aficaa Gmtp to the Fhst Meetitg of the lttcr-Cotnnneilal Commiltee ol lrrtelkctilal P't?ntJ and

gmetic Resowws, Tmdilionat Knouledge and Folklon. WIPO/GRTKF / lC / t / l0'
tse See M Khor (1999) ThiillYotilNetuork.
tse Commrllicatior, 4 ic nrnp* Commnrities and rheir Menber States b lhe TNPS Concil on the Rettiep ofAn ?7!(B) oJ

tt, TRIqS ngo-it, and rhiRetatiorship Betueen the TRIPs agreement and the Conucltion on-Biologiul Diamii(CBD)- a1d

the Pnteclitrr"oJTraditioml Knowledge nid Fotkloo, E.rrop"- to*ission Directorate Gmsal for Trade Brussels 12

Sq>tember 20O2.
1@ Ibid
161 Art 10 of the CBD
rez See, <hW: / / L929l247.28lQuickPlace/biotrade/Main.nsf/h-Toc / 1'cdd65866640739/El25k} W35947

f/!O pen Dooment), ( accessed on 3 August 20O2).

16 These country programs focused oo gi".^tioo ,rd exchange of iaform1i91,-business and trade promotion

of biological ,".""i..i capacity building and technicd support. See IINCTAD(2002).
rea SANPToTA ir a non-lovem- olSnf ory oiz^riton r.pi"...rtirg local commrmity producers in Soyt},e1 f- !14
(Borswana, Zanba,Malawi, Nam&f,?nd2i-U"U*9. S." . *..rr.ptota.com >, (AccBssed ott ?3Jdy 2ffi2)'
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Knowledge, Innovations and Practices on 30 october - 1 November 2000 in Geneva to discuss available best

ptactices on the protection of traditional knowledge and benefit shadng' 16s

3.3.6. World Trade Organization ('WTO")

The !7TO is a very importaot forum for negotiadng IPRs' Its Committee on Trade and Environment CItrfo-

CTE) is a specialized unit that engages member states in clari$'ing their commitments under WTO toles uis a

uis othumultilateral environmental instn-rmenS' Neither the CBD Secretariat nor the COP had access to

wTo.16 Currently, however, both have observer status at !flTo CTE, according to article 31(ii) of the Doha

Declaration.l6T Nonetheless, their attemPt to be represented at the TRIPS Council has been blocked by the

uS and other developed countries making it difficuk for coP to influence TRIPS negotiation' Nonetheless

the Doha Declaration requires the council to examine the relationshrp between TRIPS and cBD by taking

into account the views expressed by member states and considering the development impact of such revision

process.lo Such negotiations therefore are likely to affect trade related provisions of CBD' i'e' Articles 80'

10(b), 15, 16, and 22.TheBio Safety Protocol to the CBD also conflics with WTO rules' According to the

Protocol's precauuonary principle, a CBD member country is entitled to adopt restrictive measures on a

transboundary movement of geneucally modified substaflce from another country' This is however a clear

violation of WTO rules which do not recognize precautronary rules' At the 2002 Johannesbug Earth

Summig developed countries wanted to put a clause into the official Plan of Action to grant wTO mles

overdding jurisdiction over environment-related treades; an attempt that was successfully resisted by Atrican

countries.l6e

Afncan member countdes to the wTO and cBD may find their comrnitments under the two institutrons

incompatible.lTo The African group in the COP has been lobbying for the revision of TRIPS on the ground

that the latter contradicts the cBD.171 It particurady wanted the revision of Article 27(3)b to out law any

patentrng of life forms and further clarify the meaning and scope of sai generis" Nonetheless developed

countries' unwillingness, Iack of technical capability, inexperience, ignorance and lack of bargaining power are

important structural problems negatively impacung African countries' influence in wTO'172

3.4. Conclusion

There has been a tremendous interest by UN bodies, govemments and civic society actors in tradiUonal

knowledge holders and their role in the protection of biodiversity' UN organs in pardcular have played a

16 Backgronnd Documents TD /B/COM'I/EM'13/2'
16 Friends of tle Earttr Intemational(2002) 3'

1d DohawTo Ministerial 2001. WT/MIN (01)/DEClll'
1a Artircle 19. Ibid

',*Y'K?!#iffi1":.?"';,-.arion ftom Keoya on Behalf of the African Group' wodd rrade

:""#T:;1":"T?J:'}*." Group in the mee. ns of the 5th Conference of the Parties of the convention

on Biological Diresity, 15-26 May 2000,1'Jirobi, Kenya-

tn The Natin 11 February 1999.
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leading role in identifyrng the cutting edge issues of human righs and trade as they relate to the protection of

traditronal knowledge and genetic tesoufces. This directiy impacts on the development of intemational norrns

for the protection of the righs otindigenous and local peoples. Many institutions are established and flew

and innovative projects arc formulated to identify new beneficiaries of intellecnral ProPerty nghts regimes'

The path to full rea\zaion of the rights of communities, however, has been rocky' There is a lack of

coordination among many of the uN insdtutions that took an interest in the matter' UN approaches and

proposals often have their own sTestem biases as exemplified by their insistence that traditional knowledge

and genetrc resources are best protected through IPR systems and markets. Flowever matket considerations'

which exclude human rights premises, are often sources of social conflict. Emergng socia.l movements have

been successful in showing the cost of such human nghts defrcis. They have supported Atrican govefflmelrts

whose partrcipation in environmental negotiations have been srgnifrcant. The stalemate in reviewing TRIPS'

however, shows that these forces have their own limitations. Nonetheless poor countries have developed

neu/ strategles of manoeuvring stongent systems. The African Model Law that I am going to discuss in the

next Chapter is a living testimony of this adeptness'
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE OAU'S MODEL I.AW ON THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF LOCAL

COMMUNITIES, FARMERS. BREEDERS AND FOR THE REGUI'ATION OF ACESS TO

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

4.t. Historical background

vadous initiatrves resulted in the final adoption of the Model Law at the 68h ordinary Session of the Council

of Ministers of the OAU held in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso inJune 1998' The STRC had been studying the

status and protectiofl of medicinal plants in Africa srnce mid-1990s'173 This culminated in a workshop

organized m Apnl 1997 Kenyawhich called for a legal protection of medicinal planS and entidements of

local communities over traditional Knowledge.lzq The workshop underscored the need for establishit'g at

expeft panel, which will deliberate, coordinate and hamron ize tattonilpolicies on Pfotectioo of biodiversity

resources and associated tradiuonal knowledgc. The newly established exPert panel met for the first time in

March 1999 in Ethiopia where it reviewed national experiences, adopted the Declaratiofl on community

RighS and proposed an Afncan Conveotion and model law on community righS and access to genetic

resoufces.lTs The STRC finally kick sarted the process of drafting a Model Lauz that assists African WTO

mernber states to fulfil their 6[ligation under the TRIPS by developing an effectiv e sui generis system for the

protection of plant varieties'176

African Common Positions within the WTO, the CBD and other fonrm has assisted the STRC's work in

identilring areas of concern.lT The Model Law seeks to ensure the national enforcement of values that

Afncan countries waflt to reinforce at the intemational level' It provided srgrificant succour for the

formulation of Afncan common positions discussed at the oAU',s council of Ministers Meeting in Algrers

fluly 1gg9) and the meeting of Africa's Ministers of Trade in Algiers (September 1999), and communications

by Kenya, Maudhus and other wTO member African countries on behalf of the Africa's group'178

ria The OAU/STRC, based in Lagos, N,g"t4 had initiated the documeotation and publication of traditional

medicinal plants, which was later reviewed in the OAU /STRC/DEPA/KIPO wortr<shoP on Medicinal Plants

and Herbal Medicine in Aftica: Policy Issues on Ownership, Access and Conseration, held in Nairobi KenYa,

or 14-17 Apol 1997. The Kenyan qr6'kshop was a follow up

plants in Uganda in 1996.

of sirnilar expert meeting on traditional medicinal

l]1!:PffgTBJ;,-*". and Draft Modd Las, by the oAU/SrRC.raskF"T:i.c:Tl5-'v^*l:::1
Access to Biological Resources, March 1998, . la,p'7/rr"rr.o*."..rk/-*gto/OAU-dedhtm>(accessed 23

August 2002).
ne dr.z18) of TRIPS.
17 Prohibition of patent over life foms and development of su gtaeris sys* I"1 

the protection 6f 6emmunity

.ights md trad,itional tooU"ag" fom t1e fo.^l "r.", 
of th. M;d.l Ltw and the various dedarations of the

A?.i.-.o-lrton position on WTO negotiations-' 
-ru Ken)ra presented L. p."p"J", 

-Behrlf 
of tle Af:ican group to WTO Co.no'l for TRIPS on 6 Augrst

lgg96xlT / GC /w / 302),*hi.il *r. reiterated by Maurilius's .,rlb-i,,ioo again on behalf of the African group on

;oG;;";; w$r'l.ti"/r;;:ffi;;;#; G"'ily;J*ittr t1'"""b't"otive review of artide 27Q)b of

,.6
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Parallel to OAU's process, the Ethiopian Authority for Environmental Protection with the assistance of

Institute of Sustainable Development and the Third Wodd Network had been working on a Model Law on

community rights.lD !7hen the OAU's expert meeting was held in April 1998 in Addis Ababa, it tabled a draft

model law for deliberauon and approval. Both the Ethiopian experts and STRC were not aware of each

othels initratives. However, after the expert panel approved Ethiopia's documeng the Ethiopian govemment

presented it at the 68th Ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers of the OAU where it was offrcially

adopted. 'l'he Council of Minister while adopting the draft law recommended that member states shall enact

domestic laws inline with the Model Law; negotiation among member states should start with the aim of

adopting an Afncan Convention on biological diversiry which regulates access to genetic resources and

protection of communiry rights and member states shall forge ao African regional Common position and

commitmcnt to shared aims with other countries from the South to negotiate and reforrn TRIPS. 180

4.2. Substantive Provisions

The OAU's Model law is imbued with issues touching on community nghts, biodiversity protection, ethics,

development, law, economic justice and human rights.181 It incolporates provisions drown from the CBD'182

f'he Model law, however, is not a mere verbatim copy of the CBD. Farmers' dghts are not covered in the

CBD but form the core content of the Model Law. The CBD covers orJ,y in situ genettc resources while the

Model Law applies to both ex ita and in .rita resources. The Model Law presents iself as a stri generis system

prescribed by the TRII']S.

4.2.1 Access to genetic resources and traditional lmowledge

The Model I-aw defines access as, "acquisition of biological resources, their derivauves, community

knowledge, innovations, technologies or practices as authodzed by national competent authority."183 Access

refers to both to rndrgenous peoples' access to their genetic resources and breeders' right to collect genetic

resources for commercial and industrial applications.rsa T'hese two renditions are informed by apparendy

contradictory legal principles. While collective entitlements to traditional access is undeqpinned with pnncrple

of sovereign rights over natural resources, breeders' dghs are encumbered with the principle of unfettered

TRIPS ,rhich Afticm countdes wmt to be more flerible for the dewelopment of national s*i generis systsn a-nd

prohibit the patenting of living things.
17e Ethiopn vas m active negotiator on Catagna Protocol on Bio safety oo behalf of the African grolrp md Dr
Tewolde G/Igzihabeher, the mmager of the Ethiopia Authority on Environrnental Protection was tle
spokesperson of the African group, G-77 md like-6iadsd gr.rrt.
ls,:Si-ilr sentimeot was expressed in Madagascals proposal oo behalf of African grouP to the F-tst N[gg ng of
the Intergove--ental Co--ittee on Intellectual property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge md
Folldore 30 Apd-3 May 2001, IUIPO / GRTKF /IC /1/ 10.
lltsee MaUk rollGlobal Conctm September/October 2001.
lPSe C Oh(1999) Thid lYorld Reszlryence No 706.
183Part II, 1 paxa. 2.
l8rf, plsslist approach recognizes customarylaws, which msures free access to local com.rnunities.
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erode breeders' entitlements through its expansive farrners' rights regime it was severely criticized by the

UPOV.2os

Community righs incoryorate both tangble rights and intangble intellectual property nghts on genetic

resources and traditional knowledge.2ffi These include communities' collecdve entrtlements over their

biological resources and traditronal knowledge, and over collective benefits from their utihzation.2n As in the

case of farmers' rights, community righs relating to access, use, exchange or share biological resources are

deeply entrenched in local customary laws.m Access to community genetrc resource and traditional

knowledge are subject to PIC procedures that should also involve the full participation of women.2D

Communities also enjoy the right to refuse access and withdraw or place restrictions on consent and access

where "such access will be detrimental to the htegnty of their natural or cultural heritage".zto

4.2.4. Plarat breeders' rights

Plant breeders'rights are individual entitlements that reward innovations and contributions of individuals or

inds5lliss.zrt In order to enjoy full protection under this regrime, breeders'innovations have to meet different

standards than the one the Model Law stipulates for farrners' breeding techniques. Accordrngly breeders'

plant varieties should be new with idcntifiabk, stabb and homognoto charadm (emphasise added).212

Breeders' rights cover exclusive righs to sale or produce, including the right to license other persons to sell or

produce or propagate that material for sale.213 I'he length of period of production is betq/een 20 to 25

years.21a The Model Law introduces a number of limitations to plant breeders' righs. Article 31(1) provides

that breeders' rights may be limited by the rights of any person or farrners' community to prop4gater grow

and use plants of protected variety for pulposes other than commerce; sell plants or propagating material of
that variety as food or for another use that does not involve the growing of the plants or the propagation of

that variety; sell within a farrn or any other place at which plans of that variety are grown and use of
protected variety for the development of another variety. Plant breeders' dghts are further limited under Part

V of the Model Law which recognizes the right of farmers' to save, use, multiply and process protected

varieties.215 Moreover Article 33 (1) grants govemmeflts extensive powers to restrict breeders' rights if
problems associated with competitive practices of the righs holder are identified; food secudty or nutritional

6 T Egzihabeher(2002)8.
2cb Aar23.
zY Art 76.
2c Arts 77 al^d 27 enioin the state to protrct community dght th"t are embedded in norms, practics, md
ostomarylaws.
2@ Art 18.
210 Arts 18 md 19.
211 AfL28.
?1) Ai 29 defines each of these criteria.
213 Artide 30.
214 The pedod for mnual crops is 20 years whfle it is 25 years for hees, vines and other perenniels. Art 34.
215 26(1) f.
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or health needs are adversely affected; high proportion of the plant variety offered for sale are being

imported; the requiremens of the farmrng community for propagating material of a particular variety are not

met; and where it is considered important to promote public interest for socio-economic reasons and for the

development of indigpnous and other technologies.2l6 It is also provided that the Natronal Authonty may

convert the exclusive plant Breeders' into compulsory license of right.217 Breeders' rights are also restricted

by the Model law's exclusion of life forms, i.e. accessed material, biological processes or any of their

derivatives.2ls Article 15 empowers to National Competent Authority to establish resEictions to or

prohrbiuons on those activities directly or rndirectly related to access if they undermine endangered wild life,

negatively affect human health, adversely impact on the environment, result in genetic erosion, and create

non-compliance with nrles on bio safety or food secunty and contradict national interest and intetnational

obligations.2le

4.2.5. National institutional arrangement
part 14I of the Model Law deals with institutional arnngements at the national level for the implementation

of the Model Law. It obliges the state to establish a NCA, which implement and enforce provisions relating

to access to genetic resources and protection of community entitlements. Its functions include examination of

plant breeders' applications for access; testrng of the applicant's variety; regrstering and issuing certificates or

licenses; entering the applications in an official gaqette and maintaining these official documents; dispute

settlement; fix royalties ofl commercialised protected seeds, and hold consultation with local people'2m A

follow up and coordination of NCA's activities shall be undertaken by a National Inter-Sectoral Co-

ordination Body composed of representatives from the publtc sectors, scieotific and professional

otganizaion, and non-govemmental and local community orgatnatton22l This organ will have a T'echnical

Advisory Body. The Model Law also calls for the establishment of a National Inforrnation System that will

keep a database on local genetic resources and traditional Knowledge.222 Access to such information will be

regglated by a charter.2s Article 66 involves the most specific institutional mechanism of channelling benefits

to local communities i.e. the establishment of Community Gene Fund. The Fund will bq established as

autonomous tax exempt tnrst managed by a Managcment Committee comprising farming community

represefltatives, professionals, non govemmefltalorganbaion and the public sector.22a It finances proiects

initiated by local communities themselves in a manner which ensures gender equity'25

216 It is however stipulated that an instument involving conditions of such restri,ction shall be haoded down to

the guarantee; publil notice shall be sewed and the a:rrount of compensation shall be specified'

2t1An33Q).
,,4 6g 9(1) Sbtes: " Patent over li[e fo-s md biologjcal processes ale not rcognized md cm not be applied

fox."
21e Art 15.
220 tuts 38,39 urd 66(3).
221 Afi59.
D Arts 64 ard65.
nt t*6ae).
,24 /ft66(6).
tz t'rt66@. 
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4.2.6. Benefit Sharing

As in the CBD, fair and equitable benefit sharing is incorporated as one of the obiectives of the Model

Law.2% lt defines beneflt sharing as 'the sharing of whatever accfl.res from the utilization of biological

resources, community knowledp, technologies, innovations or practices' and recognizes the szune as an

important entitlement of local communities.2n Two types of benefits are recognized; frrancial and non-

F6rancial benefits. The latter include technology transfer, research, information exchange and capacity

building.zza The state and localcommunities are recognized as the tuzin beneficiaries of benefits.2n The right

of famring communities to benefits sharing is also covered in the section that govems farmer's rights' The

model law eniogrs states to set aside a minimum of 50o/o of any financial retums, which should be channelled,

to local communities.z:o The modalities of financial disbursement to the local communiues are not cleady

spelled out. Nonetheless the Model Law specifically states that earnings should be channelled to local

communities ' in a manner that treats both men and woman equally' and in a manner which involves 'the full

participation and approval of the concemed communities''zl

4.3. Conplusion

The OAU Model Law emerges from different initrattves but aims to resist the negative impacts of intellecnral

property nghs on Afiica's biodiversity and genetic resource. Like the CBD, it declares the inalienable righs

of states to their natural resources, protects traditional knowledge and ensures benefits accnring from the

commercial and rndustrial application of genetic resources and traditional knowledge. By doing so the Model

Law seeks to reviralize the legitimacy of the CBD as a superior legal regime uis-A-ais intemational ffrtellectud

property nghts instruments in regulatrng matters relating to biodiversity. 'fhis gets even more nuanced as it

presents itself as a sui gerueris system excludrng the application of patent like regimes on gcnetic resources' As

sqch it became a rallying agenda for African govemments and civic societies during international trade and

environme nt negotiatio ns.

Even though the idea of draftrng and adoptmg an Afdcan Convention on Biological Diversiry has been in the

air for sometime now, the Model Law remains a non-binding framework. There are however reasons to think

that the Model Law will attractwide recogrition and acceptaflce. Firstly it incolporates principles recognized

under the CBD to which many African countries akeady subscribe. Secondly it offers a unique regional

" ',fbsponse for state obLgation under TRIPS that requires effective national sai generis system. Thirdly the fact

that the initiatrve of developing the Model Law has been undertaken under the auspices of the continental

organ shows the importance African states attached to the matter. Nonetheless as we will see in the followlng

Partl d.
22t Art3.
zJ Ekeperc(200)13.
za d,ttz(1) e).
m,q^tZ\(l).
231 Aft22.
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chapter there are many inbuilt and extemal problems that may stand in the way of a successful realisatron of

the ideals the Model Law seeks to achieve.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PROBLEMATIZING OAU'S MODEL IAWAND REVIEW OF CHALLENGES TO ITS

IMPLEMNTATION

5.1. Introduction

This Chapter aims to hrghlight factors undermining the rmplementation of the Model I-aw. The discussion

however is not based on a national experience of domesticating the Model Law fox the simple leason that so

far there is no single country that undertook appropriate measures to give effect to the latter. However there

has been a remarkable level of enthusiasm expressed by govemmeflts that have committed themselves to

promulgate national legislations in implementing the Model Law. This official stance however is beleaguered

by myriads of obstacles that are either linked to the way a particular issue is articulated rn the Model Law or

the practical difficulty of ensuring the latter's implementation at the national level.

Reactions to the OAU Model Law have been mixed. Some have branded it as a ground breaking rethinking

of IPRs within the African context.232 Others dubbed it a rui geneis alternative to intellectr-ral property rights

systems.233 Here I shall discuss issues that influence the efficacy of such regtme.

5.2. Notes on some problem areas of the Model Law

5.2.1. Ecological regionalism

The Model Law seeks to harmonize legrslations and policies on ownership, access, utilization and

conservation of natural resources within OAU member states.e It is specifically designed to shape domestic

institutional arrangements on biodiversity. All the rnstitutrons it establishes are operational at the national

level. However its obiective of harrnonizing national policies and the proposed African convendon on

biologrcal diversity shows the existing interest in moulding a regional mechanism. This is premised on the

assumption that political boundaries are not necessarily ecological bels and harmorizatton of policies is

hence an important aspect of creating effective regulatory system. Access to traflsboundary nature of genetic

resources is best regulated through a common benefit sharing and access system where common standards

are set for the regulation of consent, participatron and equitable benefit shanng. Common system firsdy

232 Seuret and Perriere(2000) Lt Mo& Diplonatique)dy Zfifr.
233 Similar expedment indude the Mesoamedcan md Caribbem Convention for the Protection of Collective
Intellectual Property Rigfuts, the Andean system and Community intellectual protection arrangements in Ind.ia

md Thailand.
23a See Intemationd Plmt Genetic Resource Institute (2002).
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facilitates effective implementation and expedeoce sharing.23s Secondly it resists prospectrng institutions'urge

to hunt for transboundary resources in countries that offer them the lowest prices.e Channelling ftnar.c'lu'l

benefits to single 'right holder'community or country of origin begets competition thereby lowering the price

beyond that minimum threshold needed to cover the opportunity cost for biodiversity conservation.23TJoseph

Vogel proposed the Cortel SJsten where a certain roya\ rate for all contributors is fixed and additional

percentage is allocated to the actual supplier.23l Cartels Model however is criticised for allocating rewards

equally between or arnong countries or commuflitres that made different degree of investrnent on

conservation. Another model that was suggested was a Global Fund that vzill channel generalized benefit

sharrng into biodiversity countries. The Model Law apptoach is very localized and hence different from both

two models.

Though the Model law envisages some level of regronalism, it is different from other existing regional

arrangemeflts. For example the Andeafl Community's Common System on Access to Genetic Resources

establishes common system of access and benefit sharing within five member states including Peru,

Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador and Bolivia.23e It is entirely based on Catel's Model whereby all contributors

enioyed equal benefit sharing.2{ Unlike the OAU Model Laur, the Andean System is also a binding

afraogemeflt.

5. 2.2. Diss onance with intemational instruments

The Model Law draws rnspiration from the CBD.241 It reiterates sovereign right, environmentally sound

access to genetic resource, community rights, PIC and equitable benefit shanng principles.2a2 It both builds

up on the CBD and introduces new paradigm. This, however, puts the Model Law in a peculiady uneasy

position in relation to TRIPS and UPOV. Ekpere notes that CBD/ the Model Law on the one hand and

TRIPS/UPOV on the other form two separate multilateral approaches to the utilization of biological

resources.2a3

By guaranteeing the right of farmers to save and exchange farm seeds, the Model Law contradicts the 1991

UPOV which severely restricts such practice .24 The Model Law's system of breeders' rights protection is also

25 The CBD's Panel of Expert on Access and Benefit She.ing mdescore the importance of regional cooperation
indesignatiqglegislativeftarnewor:kforrccessmdbmefitshdng.tlNEP/ CBD/ COP/4/?3/Rev.7.
z:0 I Wolden(1995)in Timothy M. Swason (ed.) Intellecualpnpery liglts and biodumi! mtsennlion: an intttdistPliaary
anafisis of the aafues of nedicinalpbnts 192.
%7 lbid.
aSee G Dutfield (1997) Bioryfry lntematinnalNO. 19
D M Muller @m0) 4
24Nonetheless artide 7 of the Andem Comrnon system enioins contact-entering local cornrnurrities to inform
other riparian comrnunities about their decision to do.
241. Artide 6 of the CBD requires states to develop a national biodiversiry program.
242J Ehere (2000) 6
243 lbid.
2a Cornpate artide of 15 of the UPOV and 26 of the Model Law.
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much less extensive than patents. While TRIPS allows for patenthg of life forms, the Model Law prohibits

recognition of patent over plant and animal varieties.2as

The concem stemming from the Model Laws' dissonance with these instruments is that it may undercut badly

needed intemational cooperation in the harmo dtzation of intemational ifltellectual property rights.26 African

states members to both instn:ment are encumbered with a difficult task of reconciling and operationa.lising

these conflictrng ideals. There was hope that the review process under TRIPS agreement itself would achieve

this goal.z+z African WTO members tried to impress on the WTO Council on the need to make WTO nrles

more flexible and consistent with member states' other intemational obligations.2€ The dominant view in

Afnca s that the Model Laur is t sui genris system within the meaning of TRIPS. Nevertheless this has been

continuously rejected by both WIPO and UPOV that promote the 1991 UPOV as t sui generis system'2ae The

view that the Model Law should strictly conform to TRIPS is not entirely acceptable. Sui gmeris system is

designed to protect plant varieties which cannot be protected under normal patent regimes. This means that

the Model Law is not a duplication of TRIPS rule but ra*rer its alternative. As such The Model Law should

be seen as an attempt of uni$ring the various intemational instruments.

5.2.3 Instinrtional problem

The Model Law accords the state a central role in admrnistrating access contracts and protecting community

entitlements. The CNA enioys a dominant position as an oversrght mechanism. The efficacy of the regime is

therefore heavily dependent on the states' instltutional capacity.e However few African countries have the

needed instinrtional capacity. Often legrslations on protection of plant varieties and community are non-

existent.2sl Ex sita resource enioy a far less legal protectron than in situ resoutces.252 In those countries where

genetic resource legislations are adopted, protection of community rights and traditional knowledge are also

skewed.2$ Access to these resources and benefit sharing are regulated by ad hoc aratgements. The complexity

attendaflt to such scenarios is tellingly exemplified by the following case.

In Cameroon a benefit sharing scheme over the collection of Ancistrucldas korapensis, for the development of

anti-HIY naphthyl-isoquinoline alkaloid michellamine B by the US National Cancer Institute ('NIC')

24s Compere artides 23 of TRIPS and 9 of the Model Law.
zx l*elketual PmPetll F;jghls andFanns R.rgllr, Position Paper, Africabio No. 5. Pretoria TfrZ2. Aficabio argues

that devdopi.g comtries' concem about IPRs steams fomr the forme/s la& of prticipation and non-availabity

of infrastructue than disagreement over principles. This position however misreads developing comtdes'

disenchmtaent with IPR systems that are linked with some core principles entrenched virhin IPRs.
247 P Seurct(2000) I* Mofu Diplonatique lu! 2@0.
2€ On Behalf of Aftican group, Tmzmia md Zimbabwe submitted proposal on what African negotiatos
bdieved should be incorporate in the 4fi Ministerid conference in Doha.
znoJ E$ere(2000) 5.

2s Kmeri md Cullet (1999) 15.
251 See P Cullette(2001)1 Jomal oJAfrican Law 45.
zs2 See IPGRI Newsletter No '1.3 Mry 20[10.
13 See The Plmt Breeders' Rights Act of Zimbabwe 1974, the South African Breders' Rigls Act of 1976 md its
1996 mended version and the Morocco Plmt protection Itgislation.
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involved a lot of govemment ministries----ofren resulting in confusion of responsibihties- under the Prime

Minister's offrce.2s In 1991. NIC signed a I-etter of Intent u/ith the University of Yaounde for the collection

of the plant. The govemmeflt latter revoked the agreemerit saying that the Universrty does not have the

maodate.2s Even tough, the NIC was funding a research program in the University of Yaounde, the bulk of

the expenditure and investrnent was made on American subcofltractor collectors.2s The govemment's direct

dialogue with NIC afterwards was not formalDed. Worse loca.l communities did not partrcipate in the

negotiations. There was no significant benefit gained by local communities, around the Komb national park

area where the plant was collected, except the employment of few people for picking the plaflt.zs7 Moreover,

there was a lack of certainty on how to handle the various legal issues emerging from the proiect. Both the

1994 F'orestry Law (-aw r.o.94/01) and the 1996 F'ramework Law for Environmental Management (Law no.

96/12), which came long after the project commenced, rx,ere ambiguous, general and broad.2s According to

the 1994 Forestry Laur, Ftnancial spin offs can only be paid to the state which will then distribute it to local

communities.2se It also oudaws the collection of leafs from national parks.2@ Even after the establshment of

the Inter-ministerial Committee to specifically deal with the testing and commercralsation of Ancisnrcladus

korupnis, instrtutional confusion did not subside. The finding that the plarit is also found in other parts of

West Afnca brought question as to who should get the benefit and where shall the pornt of collection be

located; an issue the Model Law does not sufficiendy address.261

5.2.4. Rhetoric of benelit sharing

Cotics say that the Model law's provisions ofl benefit shanng are based ofl unwarranted assumption on the

economic value ofgenetic resources and entidement of tropical countries over such wealth encouraging states

to take measures that may undermhe cooperation over research and access.262 So far benefit accruing from

scientific applicatron of indigenous knowledge has been remarkably insignifrcant and often researches on

indigenous resources depend on small quantity of harvested genetic producs. This however in no way

undermines the significant economic value of genetic resources and traditional knowledge.26 Perhaps the

z:tBetfit Shaing Case Studics: Arisncladss and purus Aficana, Submission by t}re United Nations Environment
Prograrr, UN EP / CBD / COP / 4 /'r:Lf .25 20 April 1998 5.
b5 I&n 12.

z:s l&nll.
D I&n18.
a Nonetheless general CBD principles such as state soreleig.g over nahrral resources, PIC and control over
access to biological resources are incorporated into these legislations. Nonetheless they are deady biased towards
tangible entidements over natural resources than intellecural property ights. Access to Cenelit Resotma: An
Evakalita oJ tlx Detnlopnetl and Implemeabtioa oJReail Regulatioa and Acess Agnemenl, School of Intmational and
Public Affairs, Col,-bia University 45.
zs I&n 49.
2@ I&n11.
261 In one of its letters to NIC, the govemment of Carneroon demmded that propagation and other research on
the plant should be undertaken mainly at the place where the plant is collrcted and only in C"^eroon. Ihd 17 .

2oSeeJ Ma&nelly(1999) Plail TalkNo. 17.
zo See Karey md Laid (1999).
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shalpest criticism levelled against economic evaluation of biodiversity and traditional knowledge is that'bio-

prospectrng is damaging to the conservation and protection of biodiversity.2s

Due to the excessive focus on beneEts sharing, the Model Lara,, failed to accord a more nouanced placement

for traditional knowledge in conservation, decision-making and development. It is hardly clear how the

Massai's weather forecast inTanzana or the Mossi farmers'soil management practices in Burtrna Faso are

glvefl proper governmefltal protection and identification for developmeflt process.26s f'his blumed

'developmentoJ gaze' made it difficult for the model law to sufficiently address the concems of some

traditronal knowledge beneficiaries such as pastoralists.26 The Model does not also question state's ownership

monopoly over land which is a source of all communrty interests on genetic resources and traditional

knowledge.

'fhere are also no cleady set methods and procedures of implementing for example farmers' rights. As we

have akeady noted the Model Law fails to provide elaborate mles on benefit sharing. The Model Law does

say little about such types of disputes and the rnstrtutron that is responsible for handling it. Is a national

response sufEcient to address complex questions that arise from the transnational flatute of genetic and

traditronal knowledge or should a regional mechanism be devised? How best can benefit sharing be regulated

that it may not encourage over-harvesting and hence undermine the sustainable use and management of

genetic resources and associated knowledge? These are practical questions that have been raised in many

instances. The harvesting of Devil's Claw plant, a traditional medicinal found in Botswan4 Namibia and

South Aftica plant used for threading various ailmens including hepatitis, mteriet, diabetu ond spasnodic blood

prcssule has been patented and commercialised in Germany and the UK has raised these questions.267

5.2.5. Popularity and Acceptance

Lirde is known about the Model Law. Though state officials, experts and civic society groups contributed for

the drafting of the model law, its beneficiaries, farrners' rights and community rights, however were not

involved in the process. This has contributed its own share for the obscurity about the Model Law. Most state

officials are not aware of the instnrment. This explarns why some countries perhaps prematurely accepted the

1991 UPOV as their sui gerueris system. The Model Law does not speciS any fxed peood with which states are

required to adopt the legislation. The poputarity of the Model Law and states' public expression of

commitment is gradually increasing.26 The support from the civic society has also been

za See S udling S ohlion Y ohnte I M.
26 Wodd Bank@0m) 3
26 See Larsen and Hassen(2001) .

2n T Shicorrgo(20Ol) G9
268 SADC Sub Regional Consultation in Preparation for the Wodd Summir on Sustainable Development, 11-19

Sqrtember 2001.
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remarkable. Now there are different intemational civil society organizations, which are undertaking

concerted effort to galvarlze westem support for the African initiative.z'e

5.2.6. Alican Institutional dilemrna

Two regional property organizattons were established to harmonize industrial property nghts and facilitate

common services rn African couritries. OAIP which has French-speaking members was constiflrted by the

1977 Bangoi agreement. This agreement was later revised to the effect that it obliges its member states to

adopt the 1991 revised UPOV as an "effecttve sui generis system'.no The revised agreement obliges its

signatories to adopt the more stringent 1991 UPOV as their national sai generis systems despite the fact that

least developed countries under TRIPS are given grace pedod till 2006 to implement some of the national

measures outlined in the agreement.nl A national adoption of 1,991. UPOV would mean that farrners vrithin

member states couldn't enjoy their entitlement to freely exchange protected sssd5.zzz

ARIPO on the other hand does not deal much with plant protection. For example, is 1982 Protocol on

Patents and Industnal Design did not mention plant varieties. Nonetheless, in 1999, the Administrattve

Council amended the Protocol to make provision for patent applications invoMng microorganisms in

accordance with the Budapest T..^ty on the Intemational Recognition of the Deposit of Micro-organisms for

the Purposes of Patent Procedures. Nonetheless, the stance in Anglophone countries is different from the

francophone countries. SADC countries forexample called forthe revision of the same instmment.'3 Only

two Anglophone African countries, Kenya and South Afrba, are full-fledged members of UPOV 1978.n4

5.3. Conclusion

The Model Law is far less than a regronal instrument and it ma.inly establishes local institutions. This rs a

srgnificant weakness, as the transboundary nature of genetic resources calls for a common system that covers

all contributing communities and countdes. Its drive to protect collective rights puts it at loggerheads with

intemational IPR systems attracting sever criticisms from intemational institutions such as the WIPO and

UPOV which attempt to discredit the Model Law as an 'effective sai generis system' under TRIPS. Even tough

this intelpretation is patendy erroneous, many African countries have accepted 1991 UPOV as TRIPS's based

UPOV saigerueris.ThelegaloutcomeofthissplitwithinAfricancountrieswillworktounderminetheefficacy

of the Model Lau/. It is disconcerting that so far no single country has domesticated the Model Law

zro In March 2ffi2 ie. Valley Tost, 1,000 Hills, Krwa Zulu Natal, South Africa, la4ge congregation of NGOs
adopted what is oow called the Valley of 1,000 of Hills Dedaration supporting the OAU Mode. SeJ Goodwin
(no4.
270 See the Agrement to revir t}le Bmgui Agrement on tle creation of an Afticm Intdlecoal Property
Org^.ization of 2 Mmh 7977, Baagri 1999.
271 P CuJlet(2001) 103
272 GRAIN(2002) 2.
273see L Mrchipisa(1999/ Tkd Vod Nehuork 2.
274 UPOV Convention (1961), m Revised at Geneva (1972, 1978 md 1991) Status on 30 Jdy 2m2, . hnp,/ i
wurw.upov.int /englr:lt'jd/ MsWord/ratifmg6.des)(accessed on 23 Septmber 20O2).
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and as such after four years since the Model Law is adopted by the OAtl it is impossiblc to see the practical

difficultres states ma)r face in the implementation of the instmmens.
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sai gennis system than a national legislatron based on the Model Lavz. Non-francophone countries such as

Kenya and South Afnca are also members to the UPOV.

The Model Law is a, vety ambitious instrument covering widc ranging issues such as access to genehc

resources, microbial derivatives, in situ tnd. ex situ resources and traditional knowledge. It is therefore

questionable whether it is entirely resticted to matters that relate to sui generis systems for plant varieties as

envisaged by the TRIPS. Even though TRIPS allows for the application of patent over microbial organisms,

the Model Law out laws any forrns of patent applicatron over Iife forms. The Model Law is inspired by the

CBD but not restdcted by it. Farmers' rights are expanded and the state is accorded with expansive

responsibiltty. It crcates appropnate national institutional arraignments. It is not mere access and benefit

sharing instrument but rather incolporates provisions that touches upon various issues such as community

rights, rational knowledge and farmers' rights. This makes the implementation of the Model Law difficult

requiring significant resources and expertise.

Both within WTO and other platforms, African common positions were presented which strongly espoused

some of the principtes enshdned rn the Model Law. Issues such as exclusion of patent application on life

forms have invited fierce cdticism from the US govemment and other intemational patent related

organiz,attons such as WIPO, WTO and UPOV. On the other hand various international and local civil

society oryatbations have expressed a remarkable support to African position. The Western disenchantrnent

with the Model Law and the resultant pressure on AFricans countries is real. This is an outcome of the

inequitable relationship between countdes with varying economic potential in the global market where

discourse rrcnds are immensely influenced by the logrc of the market. Nonetheless African leaders have

leamt that there are still openings of influencing emergrng trends. We are in a time where human nghts

discourse command an immense value. That is indeed why it has been remarkably easier for the Model Larn's

embracement of nghts l^.rgrug. to secure unqualified support from a wide group of civic soG'try

organizations.

It is important therefore that the followrng measure be undertaken to facilitate the enforcement of the Model

Law at the national level

Publicigr The Model Law is not a well-known instrument. It is hence very crucial that it is available to

legislatures, local communities, farmers, diplomats, expert negotiators, biodiversity related organizations,

individual researchers and other players. Awareness creation at the national level may incolporate techniques

such as training programs, consultative meetirrgs, publications, grass root promotion and media campargns. In

order for the instnrment to be accessible to various l^gu^g" groups, multilingual publications should also be

provided.
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Fanibmiry /Pfu: International Property Intellectual Rights instruments have a complex relationship with the

Model Lavz and often have a direct bearing on the efftcacy of the latter's implementation. Unfortunately these

IPR systems exist in disparate instnrments whose negotiation has increasingly become a complicated affau.

However the Model Law has inscribed some of the most important ptinciples African countries wish to push

during the negotration of these instruments. This demands an expertise and famrliantywith both the Model

Law arid these IPR systems. Hence imparting negotiation skills and knowledge about IPR regrimes should be

grven priority.

Rrsemch and Docarntntation: Bven best legislations, policies and guidelines for the protectron of genetic

resources do very little if they are not backed by a well planned and financed research and documentadofl on

available flora and faun4 and the mydads of best practices and traditional knowledge.

Pokciu and l4istatioar: Policies and legrslations for regr.rlation of access to genetic resources and traditional

knowledge and protection of community rights should of course be designed to give effect to the Model Law

at the national level. This process should invite the full participation of local commuflities at every level.

Govemments also need to integrate the objectives of the Model Lavz in their policies on agdculture, forestry,

iflvestrnent, trade and education.

Recognition of the Roh of lWomen: National legislations which domesticate the Model Law's provslofl on women

shall be designed. National Competent Authorrty envisaged by the Model Law should have representation

from local women the themselves or organizations they voluntarily established than for example self-tided

s/omefl NGOs;

Ciuic Socie$t Partruerchip: Intemational and national civil society actors are very important in providing lobbying

financial and technical support for the implementation of the Model Law. The role of community-based

otganizattorrs is even more important as they serve as 'intedocutors'between state and community. Therefore

the CNA should crelte a. strong alliance with these civil society actors.

Capaci4t Bailding The implementatiofl of the Model Law involves a complex process, which demands both

rnstitutional capaciq and trained human resou(ces. For example issuing breeder licence requires a prior

testing of the breeders'variery which in tum assumes the existence of well-trained personnel and equipped

laboratory. Breeders and other applicant for access have obligatrofls not only to share financial benefis but

also to transfer knowledge and impart skills. The govemmeflt share of benefit sharing hence should enurely

be invested for capacity building of these institutions.

WORD COUNT INCLUDING trOOTNOTES; 17,968
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APPENDD( I

Text of the OAU's Model Law

AFRICAN MODEL I-AW FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS

OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES, FARMERS AND BREEDERS, AND FOR THE

REGUI.ATION OF ACCESS TO BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

PREAMBLE

lYhmm, the State and its people exercise sovereign and inalienable rights over their biological

resources;

lYhmas, the rights of local communities over their biological resources, knowledge and technologies

that represent the very naturc of their livelihood systems and that have evolved over generations of

human history, arc of a collective nature and, therefore, are a pdori nghts which take precedence

over rights based on private interests;

I%hu'ea, the vital role that women play ,n the generation, conservation, and sustainable use of

biological diversity and associated knowledge and technologies is self evidenq and it thus becomes

essentjal to make it possible for their full participatron at all levels of policymaking and

implcmentation in relation to biological diversity, and associated knowledge and technologres;

lVbmas, it is necessary to protect and encourage cultural diversity, gving due value to the knowledge,

technologies, innovations and practices of local communities with respect to the conservation,

management and use of biological resources;

IVbenas, it is the duty of the State and its people to regulate access to biologcal resources and to

community knowledge and technologies;

IVhercas, the State recognizes the necessity of providrng adequate mechanisms for guaranteeing the

iust, equitable and effective partrcipation of is citizens h the protection of their collective and

individual rights and in making decisions which affect is biologrcal and intellectual resources as well

as the activities and benefits derived from their u 'lization;

l%hmas, there is the need to promote and support traditional and indigenous technologres for in the

conservation and sustainable use of biologcal resources and to complement them by appropriately

developed modern technologies;

lYherca, there is the need to implement the relevant provisions of the Convention on Biological

Diversity, in particular Article 15) on access to genetic (esources, urd Article 80 on the preservation

and maintenance of knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities;
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lfihma, all forms of life are the basis for human survival, and, therefore, the patenting of life, or the

exclusive appropriation of any l-ife form or part or derivative thereof violates the fundamental human

right to life;

Now, thauforc, it is hereby Iegislated as follows:

PART I

OBJECTTVES

The main aim of this legslatron shall be to ensure the conservation, evaluation and sustainable use of

biological resources, including agricultural genetic resources, and knowledge and technologies in

order to maintain and improve their diversity as a means of sustaining all llfe support systems.

The specific objectives of this legslation shall be to:

a) recognize, protect and support the inalienable rights of local communities including farming

communities over their biological resources, knowledge and technologies;

b) recognDe and protect the rights of breeders;

c) provide an appropriate system of access to biologrcal resources, community knowledge and

technologies subject to the prior informed consent of the State and the concemed local communities;

d) promote appropriate mechanisms for a fah and equitable sharing of benefis 
^ti.i.g 

from the use

of biological resources, knowledge and technologies;

e) ensure the effective participation of concemed communities, with a particular focus on women, in

making decisions as regards the distribution of benefits which may derive from the use of their

b iolo gical resou rce s, knowle dge and techn ologie s;

0 promote and encourage the building of national and grassroots scicntific and technologScd'caprcity

relevant to the conservation and sustainable use of biological resources;

g) provide appropriate institutional mechanisms for the effective implementation and enforcement of

the rights of local communities, including farming communities and breeders, and the conditions of

access to biological resources, community knowledge and technologies;

h) promote the conservation, evaluation and sustainable utilisation of biological resources with a

particular focus on the major role women play;

I promote improvemens in the productivity, profitability, stability and sustainability of maior

production systems through yield enhancemeflt and maintenance of biological diversity;

j) promote the supply of good quality seed/planting material to farmers; and

k) ensure that biological resources are utilised in an effective and equitable manner in order to

streogthen the food security of the nation.
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PART II
DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

1. Definitions

The use of the following terms shall take the meanings in this legislation, as defined below:

Access is the acquisition of biologrcal resources, their derivatives, community knowledge,

innovations, technologies or practices as authorised by the National Competent Authonty.

Benefit Sharing is the shanng of whatever accflres from the utilisation of biological resources,

co mmunity knowle dge, technologie s, innovation s o r p rac tice s.

Biological resource includes genetic resources, organisms or parts thereof, populations, or Lny

other component of ecosystems, including ecosystems themselves, with actual or potential use or

value for humanity.

Collector is any natural or legal person, entity or agent obtaining access to biological resources, local

practices, innovations, knowledge or technologies under authoriry given by the National Competent

Authority.

Comrnunity Intellectual Rights are those rights held by local communities over their biological

resources or parts or derivatives thereof, and over their practices, innovatioos, knowledge and

technologies.

Community Knowledge or indigenous knowledge is the accumulated knowledge that is vital for

conservation and sustainable use of biological resources andf or which is of socio-economic value,

and which has beendeveloped over the years in indigenous/local communities.

Derivative is a product developed or extracted from a biological resource; a derivative may include

such products as plant varieties, oils, resins, gums, proteins etc.

Ex Situ Condition is the condition in which a biological resource is found outside its natural habitat

Under the present law, any lineage that is cultivated within its country of origin is not considered to

be in an ex ita conditrot.

Innovation is any generation of a new, or an improvement of an existing, collective and/or

cumulative knowledgc or technology through alteration or modification, or the use of the properties,

values or processes of any biological material or any part thereoq whether documented, recorded,

oral, written or in whatever manner otherwise existing .

In Situ Condition is the condition in which a biological resourcc is found in its ecosystem or natural

habitat In the case of a domesticated or cultivated variety, its condition ts in itu when that variety is

found in the cultural context in which its specific properties have been developed.
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Locafl Community is a human populatron in a distinct geographical area, with ownership over its

biological resources, innovations, practices, knowledge, and technologles governed partrally or

completely by its own customs, traditions or laws.

National Competent Authority is the entity authorised by the State to supervise and watch over

the implementation of one or more of the components of the present law.

Prior Informed Consent (PIC) is the giving by a collector of complete and accurate information,

and, based on that information, the prior acceptance of that collector by the govemment and the

concerned local community or communities to collect biological resources, or indigenotrs knowledge,

or technologies.

2. Scope

1 ) This legislation applies to:

i) Biologrcal resources in both in situ and ex situ condttiorrl'

ir) The derivatives of the biological resources;

iii) Community knowledge and technologies;

iv) I-ocal and indrgenous communities; and

28

v ) Plant breeders.

2) This legislation shall not affect the following:

! The traditional systems of access, use of exchange of biologLal resources

ir) Access, use of exchange of knowledge and technologes by an betwcen local communities;

3) The shanng of benefits upon the customary pracdces of the concemed local communities,

provided that the provisions of Paragraph 2 shall not be taken to apply to any person or persons oot

living in the traditional and custom^ry wuy of life relevant to the conservation and sustainable use of

biologrcal resources.

PART III
ACCESS TO BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

3. Application forAccess to Biological Resources and to the Knowledge and Technologies of

Local Comrnunities

1 ) Any access to any biological resources and knowledge or technologies of local communities in any

part of the country shall be subject to an application for the necessary pdor informed consent and

written permit.

2) Any access to any biological (esource in a protected area shall be subiect to an application for the

necessary pdor inforrned consent and written permit.
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3) All applications for the necessary consent and written perrnit to access any biological resource,

community knowledge or technology, shall be directed to the National Competent Authonty unless

otherwise explicidy provided for by law.

PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT (PIC)

4. Prior Informed Consent (PIC)

1 ) In making an application for access as provided in Article above, the following information shall

be provided by the applicant:

r) the identiry of the applicant and the documents that testifr to her/his legal capacity to contract,

including, where appropriate, the identiry of all partners with the contracting parry;

ir) the resources to which access is sought, including the sites from, its present and potential uses, its

sustainability and the risks which may arise from access to it;

ti) whether any collection of the resource endangers any component of biologcal diversity and the

risks which may arise from the access;

I th. pulpose for which access to the resource is requested including the type and extent of

research, teaching or commercial use expected to be dedved from it;

v ) description of the manner and extent of local and national collaboration in the research and

development o F the biological resource concerned;

vr) the identification of the national institution or institutions which will partrcipate in the research

and be in charge of the monitoring process;

vii) the identity of the location where the research and development will be carried out;

viii) the primary destination of the resource and its probable subsequent destination(s);

ix) the economic, social technical, biotechnologrcal, scientific, environmental or any other benefis

that arc intended, or may be likcly to, accflre to the country and local communities providing the

biological resource as well as the collector and the country or countries where he/she operates;

x) the proposed mechanisms and arraflgemeflts for benefit sharing;

xr) descnption of the innovation, practice, knowledge or technology associated with the biological

resource; and

xii) an environmental and socio-economic impact assessment covering at least the coming three

generations, in cases where the collection is in large quantities.

2) Nothing in Paragraph 1) shall prevent the National Competent Authority requesting for any other

information, which it may deem necessary for the effective implementation of this legslation.
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5. Requirement of Consulation and Prior Informed Consent (PIC)

1 ) Any access to biological resources, knowledge and or technologies of local communities shall be

subiect to the v/ritten prior informed consent of:

) the National Competent Authoriry; as well as that of:

ir) the concerned local communities, ensuring that women are also involved in decision making'

2) Any access camied outwithoutthe priorinformed consentof the State and the concerned local

community or communities shall be deemed to be invalid

afld shall be subiect to the penalties provided in this legislation or any other legislat-ron that deals with

access to biological resources.

3) The Nadonal Competent Authority shall consult with the local community or communities in

order to ascertain that its/their consent is sought and granted. Any access granted without

consultation with the concemed community or communities shall be deemed to be invalid and in

violation of the principle and requirement for pnor informed consent as required under this Article'

6. Placement of Completed Application Form in Public Registry

1 ) Upon completion of the apphcation, the National Competent Authority shall place or cause to be

placed, the said application rn a public registry or g zette, or cause it to be published in a newspaper

that is reasonably accessible to the public for a duration of x days'

2) Aoy persofl may consult the public regrstry and comment on the applicatron.

3) The National Competent Authonty shall cause the wide and effective dissemination of the

relevant information to the communities concemed and to other interested parties.

7. Granting of Access

1 ) The grantrng of an access permit shall be carried out by the National ComPetent Authority or any

person duly Authorized to do so under the provisions of this legrslation within a specified time limit'

2) Any access peflnit shall be granted through a srgned written agreement, between the National

Competent Authority and the concemed local community or communities on the one hand, and, the

applicant or collector on the other hand.

3) The access permit shall only be valid if there is a written prior informed consent.

8. Contents of tJre Agreement

1 ) The agreement referred to in Article 7) shall contain commitments undertaken or to be

undertaken by the collector, as follows.

i) to adhere to a limit set by the National Competent Authority on the quantity and speciFrcation of

the quality of the biological resource that the collector may obtah arldf ot export;

rf to guarantee to deposit duplicates of, with complete field information on, each specimen of the

biological resource or the records of community innovation, practice, knowledge or technology
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collected u/ith the duly desrgnated govemmental agencies and, if so required, with local community

organizations;

uf to inform rmmediately the National Competent Authority and the concemed local community or

communities of all findings from research and development on the resource;

rv) not to transfer the biological rcsource or any of its derivatives or the community innovation,

practice, knowledge or technology to any third parry without the authorization of the National

Competent Authority and the concemed local communlty or communities;

v ) not to apply for any forrn of intellectual properry protection over the

biological resource or parts or derivatives thereof and not to apply for intellectual properry righs

protection over a community innovation, practice, knowledge or technology without the prior

informed consent of the onginal providers;

v) to provide for the sharing of benefis;

vif access shall be conditioned upon a commitment to contribute economically to the efforts of the

State and concerned local community or communities in the regeneration and conscrvation of the

biological resource, and the maintenance of the innovation, practice, knowledge or technology to

which access is soughr,

vii) submit to the National Competent Authooty a regular status rcport of research and development

on the resource concerned and where the biological resource is to be collected in large quantities on

the ecological state of the area; and

ix) abide by the relevant laws of the country particulady those regarding sanitary control, biosafety

and the protection of the environment as well as by the cultural practices, traditional values and

customs of the local communities.

2) All efforts should be made for the research to be done in the country and in a manner that

facilitates the participation oIactors in the country of the provider of the biologrcal resource.

9. Patents over Life Forrrs and Biological Processes

1 ) Patens over life forms and biologrcal processes are not recognized and cannot be applied for.

2) The collector shall, therefore, not apply for patents over life forms and biological processes under

this legislation or under any other legislation relevant to the regulation of access and use of a

biological resource, community innovation, practice, knowledge and technolo Ef , and the protection

of rights therein.

10. Approval of Granting of Access

The National Competent Authority shall approve the granting of access to the biologrcal resource or

the community innovation, practice, knowledge or technology in question with any conditions it may

deem necessary. In granting access the National Competent Authority shall ensure that all the

requirements under this legislation have been fulfrlled.
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11. Conditions Pertaining to Acadernic and Research Institutions,

Public Agencies and Inter-governmental Institutions

1 ) The National Competent Authority shall subject all applicauons for access to a biological

resource, a community innovation, practice, knowledge or technology to the prior mformed cons€nt

of the concemed community or communities.

2) The National Competent Authority shall determine the appropriate conditions to be met under

the written agreement referred to in Article 8), by academic and research institutions, public agencies

and inter-govemmen tal institutions.

3) The applicatron for access for research purposes shall cleady state the objective of the research

and the relation of the applicant to industry. Neither the sample nor the associated information shall

be transferred without a material transfer agreement reserving the prior rights of the State and/or

community or communities.

4) Where the instrtutions referred to in this Artrcle change their activities to be predominandy the

commercialisation of a biological resource, the National Competent Authority shall cause the

conditions and terms to be vaded accordingly.

12. Benefit Sharing

1 ) The access perrnit should be subiect to the payment, made before commencement of collection,

of a fee the sum of which will depend on whether or not the collection is to be used for commercial

purposes, and the number of samples, the area of collecting the duration oIcollection and whether

or not the collector is granted exclusive rghts.

2) The State and the community or communides shall be entitled to a share of the eaming denved

from when any biological resource andf or knowledge collected generates, directly or indirectly, a

product used in a production process.

13. Types of Perrnit to be Granted for Access

1 ) Having ascertained that the conditions set by the prior inForrned consent procedure have been

fulfilled, the National Competent Authoriry shall grant the applicant/collector the appropriate permit

for access. This may be an academic research permit, a commercial research perrnit, or a commercial

exploitation perrnit.

2) No person shall be in possession of and use two types of permit at the same time forthe same

resource unless granted wdtten petrnissioo to do so.

3) Nothing in this Article shall be deemed to hmit the National Competent Authodty's power to

issue any other type of access permit.

14. Revocation of Access Permit

1 ) The National Competent Authority may unilaterally withdraw consent and repossess the written

perrnit under the following conditions:
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i) when there is evidence that the collector has violated any of the provisions of this legrslation;

r) when there is evidence that the collector has failed to comply with the agreed terms; and

rii) when there is failure to meet any of the conditions of access;

rv) for reasons of overridrng public interest; or

v ) for the protection of the environment and biologcal diversity'

2) Any termination or withdrawal of consent shall be done in consultation with the concemed local

community or communities.

15. Restrictions on Activities Related to Access or Intr,oduction of

Biological Resources

The National Competent Authority should establish restrictions to or prohibitrons on those activities

which are directly or indirectly related to access to or introduction of a biological resource,

particulady in cases of:

) endangered taxz;

if endemsm or rarity;

iu) adverse effects upon human health or upon the quality of life or the cultural values of local

communities;

iv) environmental impacts which are undesirable or diffrcult to control;

v ) danger of genetic erosion or loss of ecosystems, their resources or their components, which arise

from undue or uncontrolled collection of biologrcal resources;

v) non-compliance with rules on biosafety or food security; and

vii) use of resources for puqposes contrary to national interest and to relevant intemational

agreements entered into by the country.

PART TV

COMMUNITY RIGHTS

16. Recognition of the Rihts of Local and Indigenous Comrnunities

The State recognizes the rights of communities over the following:

i) their biological resources;

tl the right to cotttctiutl benfitfrvn the ase of their biological resources;

iii) their innovations, practices, knowledge and technologres acquired through generations;

iv) the right to collectively benefit from the utilisation of their innovations, practices, knowledge and

technologries;

v ) their nghts to use their innovations, practices, knowledge and technologies

in the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity;

vi) the exercise of collective righs as legitimate custodians and users of their biological resources;
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1?. Application of the Law on Community Rights

f'he State recognizes and protects the community righS that are specified in Article 16) as they are

enshdned and protected under the nomrs, practices and customary lavz found in' and recognized by'

the concemed local and indigenous communities, whether such law is written or not'

18. Prior Informed Consent (PIC) of Local

Any access to a biological resource, innovation, practice, knowledge or technology, shall be subiect to

the prior informed coflseflt (pic) of the concemed community or communities ensuring that women

fu lly an dequally p arucip ate in decisio n-making'

33

19. Right to Refuse Consent and Access

Local communities have the right to refuse access to their biological lEsources, innovations'

practices, knowledge and technologies where such access will be detrimental to the integrity of their

natural or cultural heritage.

20. Right to Withdraw or Place Restrictions on Consent and Access

Local communities shall have the right to withdraw consent or place restdctions on the activities

relating to access where such activities are likely to be detrimental to their socio-economic life' or

their natural or cultural heritage.

21. Right to TraditionalAccess, Use and Exchange

1 ) Local communities shall exercise their inalienable right to access' use' exchange or share their

biological fesources m sustaining their livelihood systems as regulated by their customary Practices

and laws.

2) No legal barders shall be placed on the ffaditional exchange system of the local communities in

the exercise of their lghts as provided for in Paragraph

1) above and rn other rights that may be provided by the customary practices and laws of the

concemed local communrtres.

22. Right to Benefit

1 ) The State shall ensure that at least fifty per cent of benefits provided for in

Article 12 (2) shall be channeled to the concerned local community or communities in a manner'

which treats men afld women equitably'

2) The shanng the benefits in Paragraph 1) above shall involve the full partrcipation and approval of

the concerned local community or communities'

23. Recognition of Community Intellectual Rights

1 ) The Community Intellectual Rights of the local communities, including traditional professional

groups, parucularly traditional practitioners, shall at all times remain inalienable, and shall be further

protected under the mechanism established by this legislation'
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2) An item of community innovation, practice, knowledge or technology, or a particular use of a

biological or afly other natural resource shall be identrfied, intelpreted and ascertained by the local

communities concerned themselves under their customary practice and law, whether such law is

written or not.

3) Non-registration of any community innovations, practices, knowledge or technologres, is not to

mean that these are not protected by Communrty Intellectual Rights.

4) The publication of a written or ora-l description of a biological resource and its associated

knowledge and information, or the presence of these resources in a gene bank or any other

collection, or its local use, shall not preclude the local community from exercising is communiry

intellectual nghts in telation to those resources.

PART V

FARMERS'RIGHTS

24. Recognition of Farmers'Rights

L ) Farmers'Rights are recognized as stemming from the enormous contdbutions that local farming

communities, especially their women members, of all regions of the wodd, partrcularly those in the

centres of orgin or diversity of crops and other agro-biodiversity, have made in the conservation,

development and sustainable use of plant and animal genetic resources that constitute the basis of

breeding for food and agriculnrre production; and

2) For farmers to continue making these achievements, therefore, Farmers'

Righs have to be recognized and protected.

25. Application of the Law on Farmersr Varieties

1 ) Farmers'varieties and breeds are recognized and shall be protected under the nrles of practice as

found in, and recognized by, the customary practices and laws of the concemed local farming

communities, whether such laws are wdtten or not.

2) Avatety with specific attdbutes identified by a community shall be granted intellectual protection

through avaiety certificate, which does not have to meet the criteria of distinction, uniformity and

stability. This variety ceftificate entitles the community to have the exclusive righs to multiply,

cultivate, use or sell the variety, or to license is use without preiudice to the Farmers'Rights set out

in this law.

26. Farmersr Rights

1 ) Farmers'Rrghts shall, with due regard for gender equity, include the right to:

a) the protection of their traditional knowledgp relevant to plant and animal genetic resources;

b) obtain an equitable share of benefits adsing from the use of plant and animal genetic resources;

c) particrpate in making decisions, including at the national level, on matters related to the

conservation and sustainable use of plant and animal genetic resources;
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d) save, use, exchange and sell farm-saved seed/propagating material of farmers' varieties;

e) use a new breeders'vaiety protected under this law to develop farrners'

varieties, including material obtarned from gene banks or plant genetic resource centres; and

f) collectively save, use, multiply and process farm-saved seed of protected varieties.

2) Notwithstanding Sub-paragraphs c) and d), the farmer shall not sell farm-saved seed/pro pag ring

material of a breeders' protected vaiety in the seed industry on a commercial scale.

3) Breeders' Rights on a new variety shall be subject to restriction with the objective of protecting

food security, health, biological diversity and any other requirements of the farming community for

propagation material of a particular variety. 27. Cerrficttion of Farmers' Varieties

1 ) Any product derived from the sustainable use a biological resource shall be granted a certificate or

label of recognition.

2) A centfica;te of fair trade shall be granted to a product derived from a biologicat resource or

knowledge or technology, when a significant part of the benefits denved from the product go back to

the local community.

PART VI
PI.ANT BREEDERS' RIGHTS

28. Recognition of Plant Breeders Rights

Plant Breeders' Rights stem from the efforts arid investments made by persons/institutions for the

development of new varieties of plants, as defined in Article 41), being the basis for providrng

recognition and economic reward.

29 . Characteris tics of New Varieties

A variety will be considered new if it:

a) is, by reason of one or more identifiable characteristics cleady distinguishable from all varieties the

existence of u/hich is a matter of common knowledge at the effective date of application for the grant

of a Plant Breeders' Rights;

b) is stable in its essential characteristics, in that after repeated reproduction or propagation or, where

the applicant has defined a particular cycle of reproduction or multiplication, at the end of each cycle,

remains true to its description;

c) is, having regard to its particular features of sexual reproduction or vegetative propagaaon, a

sufficiently homogenous variety or is a well-defined multr-Lne.

30. Rights of Plant Breeders

1 ) A Plant Rreeders' Righs, in respect of a new vadety, is:

a) the exclusive nght to sell, including the right to license other persons to sell plants or propagating

matedal of that varety;
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b) the exclusive nght to produce, including the right to license other persons to produce, PropagaUng

materjal of that variety for sale;

2) A Plant Breeden' Rights in re spect of a plant variety is subiect to the

conditions provided in Part V, the Farmers' Righs Part oFthis Act.

31. Exemptions to the Rights of Breeders

1 ) Notwithstanding the existences of Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of a plant vadety, any person

or famrers' community may:

a) propagate, grow and use plants of that variety for pulposes other than commerce;

b) sell plants or propagating material of that variety as food or for another use that does not involve

the growing of the plans or the propagation of that varietyl

c) sell within a farm or any other place at which plants of that variety are grown any plants or

prcpagtttng material of that vadety at that place;

d) use plants or propagating material of the variety as an initial source of variation for the puqpose of

developing another new plant variety except where the persofl makes repeated use of plants or

propagating material of the first mentioned variety for the commercial production of

another varietyl

e) sprout the protected vadety as food for home consumption or for the market

Q use the protected variety in further breeding, research or teaching;

g) obta:n, with the conditions of utilization, such a protected variety fromgene banks or plant genetrc

resources centres;

2) Farrners will be free to save, exchange and use part of the seed from the first crop of plants which

they have grown for sowing in their own farms to produce a second and subsequent crops subject to

conditions specified in Part

V, the Farrners' Rghts Part of this Act.

32. Apphcation of Breeders' Righs

1 ) Sub ject to this Acq a breeder of a new plant variety may make an application to the National

Competent Authority for a Plant Breeders'Rights in respect of the variety.

2) A breeder of a new variety, or his successor, has the right to make an application for a Plant

Breeders' Rights in respect of that variety, whether or not the breeder is a citizen or foreigner, or is

resident or not and whether the variety was bred locally or abroad'

3) Where two or more persons are entitled to make an application for a Plant Breeders' Rrghts in

respect of a new variety, whether by reason that they bred the plant varietrT iointty or independently

or otherwise, those persons or some of those persons may make a ioint application for those Rights'
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4) where two or more persons breed a new plant variety iointly, one of those breeders of a successof

of one of those breeders shall not make an application for a Plant Breeders' RighS in respect of that

variety otherwise than iointlY

with, or with the consent in writing of, the other person, or each other person' entided to make an

application for those Righs'

5) In the case of both public-Ffranced and Private institutions, the application can be made in the

name of the insututron.

33. Resuictions to Plant Breeders'Rights

1 ) Where the Government considefs it necessary, in the public nterest' the Plant llrcedcrs' Rights in

fespect of a new vafiety shall be subiect to conditions restdcting the realization of those rights' These

restrictions may be imposed, inter alia:

a) where problems with competitive practices of the R'rghs holder are identified;

b)wherefoodsecurityornutritionalorhealthneedsareadverselyaffected;

c) where a hrgh proportion of the plarrt vanety offered for sale is being imported;

d) where the requ6ements of the farmlng community for propagating material of a particular varicty

are not met; and

e) where it is considered rmportant to Promote public interest for socio-economic reasons and for

deve loping indige nou s and othe r technologres ;

2) Where restrictions are imposed on a Plant Brceders' Itrghs:

a) the grantee shall be given a copy of the instnrrnent setting out the conditions of the restriction;

b) a public notrce shall be glven; c) the compensation to be awarded to the holder oF the Rights shall

be speciFred;

d) the Rrghs-holder may appeal against the compensation award'

3) In particular, and without preiudice to the generaliry of the foregoing provisions' the relevant

Govemment authority shall have the right to convert the exclusive Plant Breeders' fughts granted

underthisActtonon-exclusivePlantBreeders'Rights(compulsorylicenceofnght)'

34' Duration of Plant Breeders Rights 
. - ^t^^t --^. iod of 20

Subiect to this Acg a Plant Rreeders' fughts in respcct of a plant variety shallexist for a peo

years in the case of annual crops aod 25 yearsin the case of trees, vines and other perennials

commencing on the day on which the successful application for a Plant Breeders' Rghts in respect of

the plant vanetY was accePted'

35. Dispute Settlement

where conflicts arise on whether a plant variery qualifies as a new plant vanety under the Act' they

wrll be hafldled administratively through the National Competent Authority' an ad hoc ftibunal and

fmally through the] court of law'
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1 ) lfhere an application is frled in respect of a Plant Breeders' Rights:

a) the application is accepted if the National competent Authority is satisfied that:

i) the apphcation complies with the requirements of Article 29); and

if the specified fees have been paid; or

b) the application is reiected if the National Competent Authority is satisfied that it does not fulfill

the p rescribed requirements'

2) Where the National Competent Authority accepts an applicauon it shall, within 30 days after

accepting the application, glven written notice to the

applicant stating that the application has been accepted and it shall grve

public notice of the aPPlication.

3) Where the National competent Authority reiects an application, it shall, within 30 days after

reiecting the applicatron, give wdtten notice to the appLcant stating that the application has been

rejected and stating the grounds for reiection'

42. Uniform Testing and Assessment Procedures

1 ) on the acceptance of an application, the National competent Authooty shall strpulate the

quantity of seed/planlng material that should be made available by the applicant for tnals and

testing.

2) The National Competent Authority shall arrange to get statistically valid trials conducted to

evaluate the suitability of the variety for national release'

3) The assessment cnteria shall rnclude important economic, physiologcal, ecologcal and nutritive

quality attributes.

4) The fees with respect to a Plant Breeders' Righs shall be fixed on the basis of

the administratrve and examination costs incurred. 43. Characteristics of Plant Varieties

Originating from Outside the

CountrY

For the purpose of this Act, where a plant variety in respect of which an application has been

accepted has originated from outside the country, the variety shall not be taken to have a particular

characteristic unless:

a) statistrca.lly valid, multilocationa! vadety trials carded out in the country for at lea^st three growing

seasofls have demonsuated that the variety has the specific characteristic as claimed by the applicant;

of

b) an exceptonal crises m food production so requires and the Natronal Competent Authodty is

satisfied that:

i) statistically valid tnals on the variety carried out outside the country have demonstrated that the

variety has that specified characteristic; and
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ir) the natural environment ouside the country under which the statistically valid trials were carried is

similar to the environmeflt in the country

44. Plant Y arieties T rials

1 ) Where, in dealing with an application in respect of a plant vaiety,the National Competent

Authority considers it necessary that there should be a statisticalty valid trial or a further statistically

valid tnal of the variety, trials shall be carried out:

a) for the pulpose of deterrnrmng whether the plant variety is distinct, homogenous or stable;

b) for the purpose of deterrnining whether the variety will, if grown in the] coufltry, exhibit the

claime d distinc tiveness, homoge neity and stab illty;

c) requiring the applicant to supply sufficient seed or propagation material of the variety, as the case

requires, and with any necessa(y information, to enable the variety to be test g(own for the pulPose

so specified.

2) After the completion of the trials on a plant variety, any plants or propagation materid of plants

used in, or resulting from, the trials that are capable of being tfansPorted shall be removed by the

applicant for a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of that plant variety.

45. Withdrawal of APPlication

1 ) An application may be withdrawn by the applicant at any time before the publicauon of the

application.

2) Where an application is withdrawn after its publicatron in the Official Gazette,but before the

gfanting of a Plant Breeders' Rights, the National Competent Authority shall forthwith publicise that

withdrawal.

46. Provisional Protection

1 ) Where an application for a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of a plant variety has been accePted'

the applicant shall be deemed to be the ownef of a Plant Breeders' fughts in respect of that plant

variety dunng the penod commencing on the date of filing of the application and ending on

whichever of the dates specified rn a) and b) occurs first:

a) when the application is disposed of; or

b) where the National Competent Authority has g-iven the applicant a notice at the expiration of the

prescribed period, after the notice is given.

2) Steps to protect genetic matefials of new varieties under testing will be taken, so as to prcvent their

use for non-research puqposes. 47. Opposition to Grant of Plant Breeders' Rights

1)Where offrc'grlgazettementofanapplicatlonforaPlantBreeders'Rightsinrespectofaplant

variety or of the variation of such avariety is 5!ven, any person who considers that:

a) commercial or public interests would be negatively affected by the grant of those rights to the

applicant;
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b) the application in relation to that variety does not fulfrl the prescribed criteria for granting a Plant

Breeders' Rights; may within 6 months after publication of the application, or any further time before

the application is disposed of, lodge with the National Competent Authority a written obiection to

the granting of the Righs setting out the particulars of the obiection'

2) Where an opposition to the grant of a Plant Breeders' RighS is lodged under Paragraph 1), the

National Competent Authority shall cause a copy of that opposition to be given to the applicant for

that Plant Breeders' Rights.

3) Any pefson may inspect an applicatron, of an opposiuon lodged, at any rcasoflable time and is

entitled, upon payment of such fee as is prescribed, to be given a copy of the application or of the

opposition.

48. Grant of Plant Breeders' Rights

1 ) Subiect to this Article, an application for a Plant Breeders' Righs in respect of

a plant variety is granted if the National competent Authority is satisfied

that:

i) there is such a plant varieryi

if the plant variety is a new plant variery;

iii) the applicant is entided to the application;

,9 th. grant of those rights to the applicant is not prohibited by this Act;

v ) those oghs have not been granted to another person;

vi) there has been no eadier application for those rights that has not been withdrawn or otherwise

disposed of; and

vir) all fees payable under this Act in relation to the application have been pard;

2) If the National Competent Authority is not satisfied that the conditions rn Paragraph 1) above

have been fulfilled, the National Competent Authodty shall refuse to graflt that Plant Breeders'

Righs to the applicant.

3) The National Competent Authority shall not graflt, or refuse to grant" LPlant Breeders' fughts in

fespect of a plant variety unless a period of six (6) months has elapsed since the publication of the

applicaUon in the official gazette,or, if the application has bcen varied in a mannef that the National

Competent Authority considers to be significant, a period oF6 months has elapsed since the

publicauon of particulars of the variation, or of the last such vaitat)on, asthe case requires'

4) The National Competent Authority shall not refuse to g,;ant a Plant Rreeders' Rights unless it has

given the applicant for that Plant Breeders'Rights a reasonable opportunity to make a written

submission in relation to the application.

5) Where an opposition to the grant of a Plant Breeders' Rights has been lodged, the Nanonal

Competent Authority shall not grant the Plant Breeders' fugh Bnunless it has given the person who
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lodged the opposition a reasonable oppornrniry to make a written submission in relation to the

ob jection.

6) A Plant Breeders' Rights shall be gtanted and issued by the National Competent Authonty to the

applicant in the form specified in its regulations.

7 ) Where a Plant Breeders' Righs over one variety is granted to persons, that Plant Breeders'Rrghts

shall be granted to those persons iointly.

8) Where a Plant Breeders' Rights is granted to a public or pdvate institution, it shall accme to the

frstrnrtion represented by the desrgnated person or persons.

9) Where the Natronal Competent Authonty refuses to grant a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of a

plant variety, the National Competent Authority shall, within 30 days after refusing, grve written

notice of the refusal to the applicant cleady setting out the grounds for the refusal.

49. Entry of Plant Breeders Rights in the Register

1 ) When the National Competent Authority grants a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of aplant

variet/, it shall enter in the Register:

a) a descripuon, or a description and photograph, of the plant variety;

b) the name of the variety;

c) the pedigree of the variety (where possible);

d) the name of the grantee;

e) the name and address of the breeder;

f) the address for the service of documents on the gtmtee for the purpose of this Acg which is

shown on the application for the Rrghts;

g) the date on which the Plant Breeders' Rights was granted;

h) a description of the communities/localities in the country entided to Farrners' Rights in relation to

the variety;

I such other particulars relating to the grant as the National Competent Authority considers

appropdate.

50. Publication of Grant of Plant Breeders Rights

Where a Plant Breeders' Rghts has been grarited, the National Competent Authority shalf within 30

days after grantin& publish that Plarit Breeders' Rghts in the official gazelie. The publication will also

make reference to the entitlements under Farrners' Rights.

51. Effect of Grant on Certain Persons

1 ) Where a Plant Breeders' Righs in respect of a plant vadety has been granted to a person, another

person who was entitled to make an application for that Plant Breeders'Rights, whether or not a

person who developed that variety independently of the breeder, or the successor of such another

person, is not ent-itled to any interest in that Plant Breeders' Rights because of the nentidement to
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make the application or because of the grounds of the entitlement, but nothing in this Arucle

prevents a person from applying tothe National Competent Authority for the revocadon of that

Plant Breeders'Rights or from institutrng proceedings before a coufr in respect of that Plant

Breeders' Rights.

2) Where:

a) a Plant Breeders' Rrghts in respect of a new plant variety has beengranted to a Person, and

b) another person (rn ths Paragraph re ferred to as the eligible person) was entitled, at a law or in

equity to have the right to make an applicatron for that Plant Breeders' Rights assigned to the eligrble

person, then the eligible persofl is entitled to have that Plant Breeders'Rights assigned to her/him.

52. Nature of Plant Breeders' Rights

1 ) A Plant Breeders' Righs is personal properry and, subiect to any conditions imposed under other

Paragraphs, is capable of assignment or of transmission by will or by operation of law.

2) An assignment of a Plant Breeders' Rights does not have effect unless it is in writing, srgned by or

on behalf of the assignor.

53. Assignment of Plant Breeders' Rights

1 ) Where a Plant Breeders' Righs is assigned or transmitted to a person, that person shall, within 30

days after acquinng it, inform the National Competent Authority in writing that the person has

acquired that Plant Breeders' Righs, gving particulars of the manner in which it was acquired, and

the National Competent Authority, if satrsfred that the Plant Breeders' Rrghts has been so assrgned or

transmitted, shall enter the name of that person on the Register as the grantee of that Plant Breeders'

Righs.

2) Where in accordance with Paragraph 1), the National Competent Authority enters on the Register

as the grantee of a Plant Breeders' Rights the name of a person who claims to have acquired that

Plant Breeders'Rights, it shall, within 30 days after entedng the name in the Register, give written

notice to the person newly entered and to the person who was the grantee before the new entry was

made stating that the entry has been made.

3) Where the National Competent Authority is not satisfied that a Plan8reeders' Rghts has been

assigned or transmitted to a person who has informed the National Competent Authority in

accordance with Paragraph 1) that that Plant Breeders'Righs has been thus assigned or transmitted

to the claimant, the National Competent Authority shall forthwith:

4 Brr. wdtten notice to the claimant:

i) stating that the National Competent Authority is not satisfied; and

ir) setting out the grounds on which the National Competent Authority is not so satisfied; and

b) grve written notice to the grantee of those rights:

I setting out particulars of the information gven by the claimant;
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i) stating that the National competent Authority is not satisfied; and

iii) setting out the grounds on which it is not so satisfied'

4) A person who inforrns the Natronal Competent Authority in accordance with Paragraph 1) that a

Plant Breeders' Rights has been assigned or transmitted to her/him shall give written notice to the

NaUonal Competent Authority of an address in the coufltry for the service of documents in

accordaflce with this Act; and

a) where the National Competefit Authority enters the name of that Person on the Register in

accordance with Paragraph 1) and that address s different from the address already entered in the

Register, it shall ameod the Regrster so that the address so given is entered m the Regrster as the

address for service of documents on the grantee for the pulPose of thisAct; or

b) where the National Competent Authority is not saftfied that those rights have been assigned or

transmined ro that person, the notice to that person under Paragraph 3)a) shalt be given by being

posted.

54. Supply of Propagating Material

1 ) A Plant Breeders' Righs in respect of a plant vadety is subiect to the condition that the grantee of

the fughts shall comply with any notice given to her/him by the Nationa'l Competent Authority' 2)

Where a plaflt Breeders' Rights arc granted in respect of a plant variety, the National Competent

Authority may grve the grantee of the Plant Breeders', Rights written notice requiring the grantee'

within 14 days of the giving ofthe notice or any other time that is allowed, to cause a specified

quantity of propagating material of that variety to be delivered, at the expense of the grarrtee' to a

specified plant genetic resources cenffe and a herbadum'

3) The quafltity of the propag atirrgmateritl of a variety specifred in a noticeundetPa'rogtaph 4 sMe

be the quantity that the National Competent Authority considers would be sufficient to enable that

variety to be kept in existence if there were no other propagating material of that variety'

4) Where the propagating material is delivere d to a plaflt genetic resources centre in accordance with

the conditions imposed on Plant Breeders'Rights by Paragraph 1), the Nauonal Competent

Authority shall, subiect to Paragraph

6), cause that material to be stored at a sPecified plant genetic resources centre'

5) T'he delivery and stonng of the propagating material in accorda'nce with thisParagraph does not

affect the ownership of the material but that the matedal shall not be dealt wrth otherwise than fof

the pulposes of this Act.

6) The propagatlng material stored at a plant genetic fesoufces cefltre may be used by the National

Competent Authority for the purposes set out in this Act'

7 ) Without limiting Par4graphs 5) and 6), where, the propagating material is stored at a plant genetic

resources centre as gazetted by the Govemment according to Artrcle 39) of this Act, the matedal
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shall not forrn part of the national collection, and shall not be used for the pulposes of that

collection, until a decision on the application for a Plant Breeders' Rights is taken. Once the vadety is

accorded recognition, the propagaung material can be provided for pulposes of further research arid

breeding under the intimation of the depositor of the material.

55. Revocation of Plant Breeders' Rights

1 ) The National Competent Authority shall revoke a Plant Breeders' Righs in respect of a plant

vanety if
a) it is satisfied that the plant variety was not neu/ or that facs exist which, if known before the grant

of that Plant Breeders'Rights, would have resulted in the refusal of the grant; or

b) the grantee has failed to pay a prescribed fee payable in respect of that

Plant Breeders'within 90 days after having been notified that the prescribed fee was due for

payment.

2) The National Competent Authority may revoke aPlant Breeders' Rights if it is

satisfied that:

a) the grantee has failed to comply, in relation to that Plant Breeders'

Rights, with the prescribed conditions; or

b) a person to whom that Plant Breeders' Rights has been assrgned or transmitted has failed to

comply with the provisions of this Act.

3) Where the N ational Competent Authority revokes a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of a plant

variety in accordance with this Article, it sha]l, within 7 days after the decision is taken, g'ive written

notice of the revocation to the graritee setting out the grounds for the revocation.

4) The National Competent Authority shall not revoke a Plant Breeders' Rghts in accordance with

this Artrcle unless arid until it has given the grantee and any persofl to whom it believes that Plant

Breeders' Rights has been assigned or transmitted, particulars of the grounds for the proposed

revocation and given the grantee and any such person a reasonable opportunity to make a written

submission in relation to the proposed revocation.

5) The rcvocation of a Plant Breeders' Rights in respect of a plant vanety in accordance with this

Article takes effect: a) subiect to Paragraph 4), at the expiration of the period within which an

application may be made to a court for a review of the revocation; or

b) if such an application is made to the courg at the time when the

applicatron is withdrawn or finally deterrnined by a court.

6) Nothing in this Article shall be taken to affect the powers or the legal system.

7 ) Any persofl whose interests are affected by the granting of a Plant Breeders'

Rights in respect of aplantvariety may apply to the National Competent

Authority for the revocation of that Plant Breeders'Rights in accordance with
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this section.

8) The Natronal Competent Authority shall conside r any application under

Paragraph I for the revocation of a Plant Breeders'Rights f'he decision of the

National Competent Authority not to revoke the Plant Breeders' Rights shall

be communicated to the applicant by a written notice within 7 days after the

decision is taken, setting out the grounds for the decision.

56. Surrender of Plant Breeders Rights

1 ) Sub ject to Paragraph 2) of Article 34), a grantee of a Plant Breeders' Rights

mly at any time, by grvrng notice to National Competent Authority, offer to

surrender that Plant Breeders' Righs: the National Competent Authority,

after giving public notice of the offer and grving all interested parties an

oppornrnity to make a written submission in relation to the offer, may, if it

frrds fig accept the offer and revoke those rights

2) Where an action or proceeding in respect of a Plant Breeders'Rights is pending

in a courg the National Competent Authority shall not accept an offer for the

surrender of, or revoke, that Plant Breeders' Rights, except by leave of the court or by

consent of the partres to the action or proceeding.

PARTVII

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT S

57. Establishment of the National CompetentAuthority

The State shall designate or establish a National Competent Authority which

shall implement and enforce the provisions of this legislation. Is duties shall

include those set out in Article 29).

58. Duties of the National CompetentAuthority

The duties of the National Competent Authority are, while ensuring gender

equity, to:

i) create and operate a regulatory mechanism that will ensure effective

protection of Community Intellectual Righs and Farmers'Righs, and the

regulation of access to biologrcal resources;

i) carry out the process of consultation and participatron of local

communities, including farming communities, in the identification of their

rights as provided for under the customary practices and laws of the

communities;
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in) identify types of Community Intellectual Righs and Farmers' Rights;

iv) identify and de6ne the requirements and procedures necessary for the recognition of Community

Intellectual Rights and Farmers' Rights;

v ) develop criteria and mechanisms to standardise procedures;

v) develop a system of regrstration of items protected by Community Intellectual Righs and

Farrners' Rights according to thet customary practices and law;

vii) issue licenses for the exploitation and commercialisation of biological resources, including

protected species, varieties or lineages, and community innovations, practices, knowledge and

technologies;

viii) identifr relevant technical institutions that will assist local communities, including farming

communities, in the categorisation and characteization of their biological resources, innovations,

p ractices, knowledge and technologies.

59. Esablishment of National Inter-Sectoral Co-ordination Body

A National Inter-Sectoral Co-ordination Body at the highest level, composed of represefltatives from

relevant publrc sectors, scientific and professional organizattofls, nofl-govemmental and local

community orgaoizattons, sha-ll be created as a body to co-ordinate and follow-up the proper

implementation of this legislation by the National Competent Authority.

60. Functions of the National Inter-Sectoral Co-ordination Body

The funcuons of the National Inter-Sectoral Coordrnatron Body shall be to:

) ensure that the minimum conditions for agreements with collectors are stricdy observed and

complied with;

ir) ensure that the righs of local communities, including farmrng communities, are protected, with

due regard for gender equity, wherever the activities relatrng to the accessrng collection or research

on biological resources, community innovations, practices, knowledge and technologres are

conducted, including veri$,ing that the requirements of pdor inforrned consent by the local

communities are complied with;

i-ii) recommend policies and laws on the sustaioable use of biological resources including new laws on

intellectual property nghts, Community Intellectual Rights and Farrners' Rights over their biological

resources, innovations, practices, knowledge and technologies; and

iv) perform such other functions as may be necessary for the effective implementation of this

legislatron.

61. Composition of the National Inter-Sectoral Co-ordination

The National Inter-Sectoral Co-ordination Body shall be composed of the following persons:

Here the fuoctional composition of the body cafl be oudined the qualifications, fields of expertise or

specialisation, public intetest qualities, industry,
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community based organizations and persons from relevant areas and fields with due regard for

gender equity. This section seeks to fulfil the requirements set out in Article 29) above.

62. Appointrrent of TechnicalAdvisory Body

It is hereby appointed a body to be known as the Technical Advisory Body to support the work of

the N auon al In te r-Sectoral Co-ordinatron Body.

63. Functions of the Technical Advisory Body

The functions of the f'echnical Advisory Body shall be to:

) formulatc policy options that promote the protection of Community Intellectual Rights, Farmers'

Righs, gender equity and the regulation of access to biological resources;

ir) prepare lists of taxa threatened by deterioration arrdf or extinction and of the places threatened by

serious loss of biologcal diversity;

iii) monitor and evaluate, at regular intervals, the rmplementation of this legislatron or actual or

potential threats to biological diversity and the likely impacts on the pursuit towards sustaiflable

development;

rv) develop and recommend a mechanism to enable the identrfication and dissemination of

information regarding threats to biological resources; and

v ) perform such other functions as may be necessary to implement this legislation.

64. Establishment of a National Information System

1 ) It is hereby established that there shall be a National Infornation System with regard to biologrcal

resources, which lncludes the activities set out in the following Article.

2) lncal communities may also establish databases on their biological resources together with their

componens and derivatives, and the knowledge and technologies of those communities.

3) Access to information in the National Information System aod databases shall be regulated by a

charter setthg out the rights of the os/ners of the data.

65. Activities of the National Information System

The acuvities of the National Information System shall include inter alia the following:

i) the compilation and documentation of information on Community Intellectual Rights, Farmers'

Rights, gender equity and access to biological resources, community innovations, practices,

knowledge and technologies;

r! the maintenance of an up-to-date system of information about research and development activities

on biologrcal resources and community innovations, practices, knowledge and technologres; and

iii) the compilation of information on piracy of biological resources, community innovations,

practices, knowledge and technologies, and the disseminating of this information to all relevant and

concemed bodies.

66. Establishment of a Community Gene Fund
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1 ) The Community Gene Fund shall be established as an autonomous Trust. A Director shall be

appointed to administer the Fund. The Director shall report to the National Competent Authority.

2) There shall be an autonomous Trust to administer a Community Gene Fund denving its funds

from the shares due to local farming communities under Article 27 Lb) in Part V on Farmers'Rights.

The Fund, which will be exempted from income tax, cafl receive contributioris from national and

international bodies and others interested in strengthenrng genetic conservation by local

communities.

3) A royalty to be Fxed by the National Competent Authonty based on the gross value of the

Breeders'Rights protected seeds sold shall be credited to the Community Gene Fund for the benefit

of farming communities whose farmers' vadeties have been the basis for the breeding of breeders'

varieties.

4) The gene fund shall be used to finaoce proiects developed by the farming communities, ensuring

equity for women, with or without the participation of expers to help them, aimed at solving their

felt problems, including, but not restdcted to, the development, conservation and sustainable use of

agricultural genetic resources.

5) All salaries and administradve expenses relating to the establishment and administration of the

Community Gene Fund will be met by the Govemment, in order to ensure that the entire proceeds

of the Fund go to the

farming local commu nities.

6) The Community Gene Fund will have a Fund Management Commiftee, comprising

representatives of farmrng local communities, professionals, non-govemmental

organizattons, and the public and private sector.

PART VIII
ENABLING PROVISIONS

67. Sanctions and Penalties

1 ) Without prejudice to the existing agencies and authorities, the State shall establish appropriate

agencies with the power to ensure compliance with the provisions of this law.

2) Without prejudice to the exercise of civil and penal actions which may arise from violations of the

provisions of this legislation and subsequent regulations, sanctions and penalties to be provided may

include:

i) written waming;

i) fines;

iii) automatic cancellation/revocation of the permission for access;

iv) confiscation of collected biological specimens and equrpment;
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v ) permanent ban from access to biological resources, community knowledge and technologres in

the country.

3) The violation committed shall be publicized in the national and intemational media and shall be

reported by the National Competent Authonty to the secretariats of relevant htemational

agreements and regional bodies.

4) When the collector conducts his/her operations outside of national jurisdiction, any alleged

violations by such a collector may be prosecuted through the cooperation of the govemment under

whose jurisdiction the collector operates based on the guarantee that the latter has provided.

68. Appeals

Decisions on approval drsapproval or cancellation of agreemens regarding access to biologrcal

resources, community knowledge or technologres may be appealed through appropriate

administrative channels. Recourse to the courts shall be allowed after exhaustion of all administrative

remedies.
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